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CPA ElderCare Services— 2001
H o w  T h is  A le rt H e lp s Yo u
This Alert serves as an important information source for those 
who have expanded their practices to include eldercare engage­
ments, as well as an introduction to those who are unfamiliar 
with the eldercare services that can be provided by CPAs.
Eldercare services offer great potential for practitioners by build­
ing on the CPAs reputation for independence, objectivity, and 
integrity. CPAs can offer a valuable service to the elderly, their 
children, and other concerned relatives, by providing assurance 
that care goals are achieved for those who are no longer able to be 
totally independent.
This Alert informs you about important news related to your El­
derCare practice; it teaches you about key eldercare topics. More­
over, the information provided in this Alert w ill assist you in 
ensuring your long-term professional growth by tapping into the 
full potential of the eldercare engagement.
F o r Th o s e  T h in k in g  A b o u t P ra c tic in g  Eld e rC a re
What are CPA eldercare services? W hy should I offer this service?
CPA eldercare is a service designed to provide assurance to family 
members that care goals are achieved for elderly family members 
who are no longer able to be totally independent. The service re­
lies on the expertise of other professionals, with the CPA serving 
as the coordinator and assurer of quality of services based on cri­
teria and goals set by the client. The purpose of the service is to 
provide assurance in a professional, independent, and objective 
manner to third parties (children, family members, or other con­
cerned parties) that the needs of the elderly person to whom they 
are attached are being met.
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Significant Demand for E lderCare Services
The elderly population is growing dramatically and the percent­
age of these people living by themselves is increasing steadily— 
and they need a wide variety of assistance to help them live happy 
lives. Given the aging population and the amount of wealth con­
centrated among the elderly, a significant demand for a reason­
ably priced, independent, and objective eldercare assurance 
service exists. The annua l market f o r  eldercare services is estim ated  
to range fr om  $2 billion to $7  b illion ! A pra ctition ers average fe e s  are 
estim ated to range fr om  $300 to $1,500 p e r  month, p e r  client, d e­
p en d in g  on the lev e l o f  service provided.
You see, this expanding elder segment of our population requires 
care and assistance while living in their own homes or in institu­
tional care homes. Less of that care and assistance is being pro­
vided by the younger generation for various reasons, including 
time constraints and the geographic distance between grown chil­
dren and their parents or older relatives. In addition, governmen­
tal agencies cannot provide the care and assistance needed by 
elderly people, as it is not the role of government to fulfill those 
responsibilities.
As  a CPA, you  are ideally su ited to p rov id e eldercare services, and in 
fact CPAs are already providing this service. Your training to bring 
independence and objectivity to problems is a tremendous asset.
How to Research Your Market
For those CPAs who want to research the size of the potential 
market for CPA eldercare services in their practice area, the U.S. 
Census Bureau’s Web site has always offered a wealth of informa­
tion. Finding the most pertinent information was not always 
easy, and sometimes using the data was complicated. Now, the 
U.S. Census Bureau’s Web site has been completely redesigned 
to provide users with easier and faster access to the information 
they need.
Information has been reorganized on the site. The most attrac­
tive new tool on the Web site is the “State Fact Finder,” which al­
lows you to quickly view data by state and by county.
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The basic 2000 Census data (population, race, age [only over and 
under 18 years old]) is now available on the Census Bureau’s Web 
site and the “Census Brief on Age 65 and Over” is scheduled to 
be released in the summer of 2001.
In addition to the Centennial Census, the Census Bureau regu­
larly undertakes studies of the population that provide insight on 
American demographics. The following facts were culled from 
various Census Bureau projects:
• Eight percent of all children in the United States live with 
a grandparent.
• Almost one in five adults has some type of disability, and 
the likelihood of having a disability increases with age. For 
example, 23 percent of Americans aged 45 to 54 had a dis­
ability and 4 percent needed personal assistance. Among 
adults aged 80 and over, 74 percent had some disability, 
and 35 percent required personal assistance.
• Age is an important determinant of net worth. Median net 
worth peaked among householders aged 65 to 69. Households 
maintained by those aged 65 and older tend to have higher net 
worth and lower incomes than those in younger groups.
The U.S. Census Bureau’s Web site is located at www.census.gov.
The Specifics of E lderCare
W hat exactly do CPA eldercare services consist of? Eldercare can 
involve the following three kinds of services: direct services, as­
surance services, and consulting services. Direct services entail the 
more traditional aspects of accounting and financial services. As­
surance services involve measuring and reporting on prescribed 
goals against stated criteria. Consulting services include evaluat­
ing and planning client needs.
Listed below are some of the potential services under each of the 
three categories. The AICPA Practice Aid CPA ElderCare: A Prac­
t it io n er s  R esource Guide contains a more comprehensive list of 
specific services. You can order the practice aid by calling the
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Order Department at (888) 777-7077 and asking for Product 
No. 022504kk.
Direct Services
Financial services can include the following:
• Receive, deposit, and account for client receipts.
• Make appropriate disbursements.
• Plan for and prepare income taxes.
• Prepare employment tax returns for caregivers and house­
hold help.
Nonfinancial services can include the following:
• Help arrange for transportation, housekeeping, and other 
services.
• Manage real estate and other property.
• Visit and report on the elderly on behalf of children in dis­
tant locations.
Assurance Services
Financial services can include the following:
• Review and report on financial transactions.
• Test for asserters’ adherence to established criteria.
• Review investments and trust activity.
Nonfinancial services can include the following:
• Measure and report on care provider performance against 
established goals.
• Evaluate and report on the performance of other outside 
parties, such as contractors.
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Consulting Services
Eldercare consulting can include the following:
• Planning for housing and support service needs
• Evaluating alternative costs of retirement communities and 
other housing
• Performing estate planning
Planning for fiduciary needs can include arranging the following:
• Financial power of attorney
• Health care power of attorney
The evaluation of financing options can include the following:
• Medicare and Medicaid
• Long-term care insurance
• Health maintenance organizations (HMOs)
• Reverse mortgages
Family facilitation can include the following:
• Mediating or arbitrating family disputes
• Acting as an intermediary between parent and child
The coordination of support and health care services can include 
quarterbacking the team of health care, legal, and other professionals.
Other consulting services can include the following:
• Establishing the standards of care that are expected
• Communicating expectations to care providers
• Establishing performance measurement systems
Achieving Success
A successful eldercare engagement depends on the following 
key factors:
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• The development of an appropriate care plan that ad­
dresses the level of care or services required
• The maximization of financial resources available to pay 
for the needed care and services
• An inventory of local organizations from which the care or 
services will be provided
• An understanding among the care team and the client 
about who will provide the care or services
CPA eldercare services challenge you to consider not only the older 
adult’s financial needs, but, with the help of other specialized pro­
fessionals, also his or her physical, psychosocial, and environmental 
needs and the needs and expectations of the individual’s family.
Sum m ary Review — For Those Thinking About Practicing ElderCare
• CPA ElderCare services is a service designed to provide assurance to 
family members that care goals are achieved for elderly family mem­
bers no longer able to be totally independent,
• The service will rely on the expertise of other professionals, with the 
CPA serving as the coordinator and assurer of quality of services 
based on criteria and goals set by the client.
• CPAs are ideally suited to provide eldercare services, given their 
training to bring independence and objectivity to an engagement.
• Practitioners’ average fees are estimated to range from $300 to 
$1,500 per month, per client.
• The U.S. Census Bureau Web site at www.census.gov is a valuable 
tool for researching the eldercare market,
• CPA ElderCare services can involve three kinds of services: direct 
services, assurance services, and consulting services.
Fro m  th e  N e w sro om
The Political Shift From Left to Right and its Effects on 
ElderCare Service
The election of George W, Bush changed the country’s political 
agenda. Lawmakers and other interested parties are currently debating
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numerous issues that affect senior citizens. Tax cuts, revisions to Social 
Security and Medicare, prescription drug coverage, and estate taxes 
are just some of the areas affected by the current political agenda.
The Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 
2001 was signed into law by President Bush on June 7, 2001. El­
dercare areas affected by this new law include estate and gift; taxa­
tion, income tax rates, standard and itemized deductions, and 
retirement contribution rules.
Estate and Gift Taxes
Below is a table that presents information about estate and gift 
taxes based on the new law. Also presented below are highlights of 
some of the changes to the estate and gift tax rules.
Calendar
Year
Estate and Generation 
Skipping Transfer (GST) 
Tax Exemption
Highest Estate and 
Gift Tax Rates
2002 $1 million 50%
2003 $1 million 49%
2004 $1.5 million 48%
2005 $1.5 million 47%
2006 $2 million 46%
2007 $2 million 45%
2008 $2 million 45%
2009 $3.5 million 45%
2010 N/A (estate and GST taxes 
repealed for one year)
35% (gift
tax only)
Estate Tax. Starting in 2002—
• The estate tax rate w ill decrease from the 2001 level of 55 
percent to 50 percent.
• No tax w ill be assessed on estates amounting to less than 
$1 million (an exemption increase from the 2001 level of 
$675,000.)
• The estate tax exemption will gradually increase each year 
until the tax is repealed in 2010 for one year. (Extension of 
the repeal is contingent on the vote of future Congress.)
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G en era t io n  S k ip p in g  T ran sfer  (G ST) Tax. The GST tax ex­
em ption w ill continue to m atch the estate tax exem ption 
and w ill even tually  be repealed in 2010 for one year. (Ex­
tension of the repeal is contingent upon the vote of future 
Congress.)
G ift Tax. Starting in 2002, the lifetime gift exemption will be $1 
million and will remain constant through 2010. The gift tax rate 
will gradually decrease (35 percent for 2010).
Note—The aforementioned estate, GST, and gift tax exemp­
tions are not mutually exclusive and aggregate amounts that 
exceed estate exemption levels are subject to tax as indicated by 
the table.
Other Tax Changes
Below are some tax changes applicable to seniors:
• In Ju ly 2001, tax rates were reduced, with the new rates of 
10 percent, 15 percent, 28 percent, 33 percent, and 35 
percent to be phased in by 2006.
• The basis for assets acquired from a decedent w ill be 
changed from a date-of-death cost basis value to a modi­
fied carry-over basis.
• L im its on ind iv idua l retirem ent account (IRA) con­
tributions w ill g radually  increase to more than dou­
ble their present levels. A dditionally, ind iv iduals aged 
50 and older w ill be able to contribute to IRAs at a 
h igher level for m axim um  retirem en t grow th . IRA 
contribution lim its have been increased from the cur­
rent $ 2 ,0 0 0  a  year to $ 2 ,5 0 0  and up to $ 5 ,0 0 0  by 
2 0 1 1 . V esting schedules have been shortened  and 
contribution lim its increased for other employee pen­
sion plans.
• The law provides new tax credits for retirement contribu­
tions for low-income taxpayers.
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Keeping Abreast of Legislative Activity
Eldercare practitioners should be aware that legislative activities 
affecting seniors are always changing. In addition to the Eco­
nomic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act o f  2001, the In­
ternal Revenue Service (IRS) passed new regulations for 
minimum required retirement distributions (discussed in “The 
Financial Beat” section of this Alert.) Also in the works is Social 
Security reform. For years, Social Security legislation was deemed 
too volatile for legislators to debate. However, current public con­
cern over the possible bankruptcy of the Social Security system by 
a retiring baby boom generation is spurring debate on privatiza­
tion and other structural changes.
Furthermore, the new HMO Patients’ Rights Bill, currently in 
development, may indirectly affect seniors. This bill, if  passed 
into law, would allow patients to sue their HM Os in court. 
Medicare reform, to include prescription drug benefits, might be 
passed in the near future as well. Given the current balance of 
power in Congress, compromise may be achieved on a number of 
legislative matters affecting your elder clients. You should keep 
abreast of those issues.
The Headaches of the Prescription Drug Market
In the past year, prescription drug spending by Americans in­
creased by 19 percent or $20.8 billion. The growth was driven 
largely by two factors—an increase in the use of certain medicines 
and a shift to newer, more expensive drugs. The largest increases in 
spending related to drugs affiliated with the elder population, such 
as Vioxx for arthritis and Lipitor for cholesterol. A study by Fami­
lies USA found that the average cost per prescription for seniors 
rose by 48 percent between 1992 and 2000, from $28.50 to $42, 
respectively. The cost is expected to increase 72 percent by 2010.
To support drug research costs, drug companies are charging 
higher prices for new drugs and increasing prices for existing ones. 
Unfortunately, many seniors cannot afford these higher prices. 
Medicare does not yet provide prescription drug benefits and sup­
plemental coverage plans require heavy out-of-pocket payments. 
Approximately 10 m illion Medicare enrollees are without pre­
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scription drug coverage and many others have only limited cover­
age through Medigap supplements or Medicare HMOs.
Sometimes, certain new drugs do not have any advantages over 
older, similar treatments. Some claim that drug companies often 
push doctors to prescribe new medications that are no more effec­
tive than older drugs, because profits are higher for drugs with 
patents still in effect. More information needs to be available to 
physicians as to whether new drugs are actually better for patients.
Recommendations for Your Client
There are a number of suggestions that you, as an eldercare prac­
titioner, can make to your clients.
• Guidebook. The Florida Agency for Health Care Adminis­
tration has published a new online guidebook called “Un­
derstanding Prescription Drug Costs.” The guide contains 
information for everyone (not just low-income individuals) 
who needs prescription drugs, discusses cost-saving op­
tions, and recommends questions to ask sources. The book 
recommends that the best sources for drug savings are 
physicians, pharmacists, and the customer service or em­
ployee benefits office of an individual’s health insurance 
plan. The guidebook is a new addition to the extensive in­
formation about drugs available on FloridaHealthStat.com.
• O n lin e p h a rm a c ie s . Online pharmacies, such as Drug­
store.com, often offer better prices than traditional drug­
stores. DestinationRx.com allows one to search a number 
of reputable Internet drugstores for the best price. Look for 
companies certified as Verified Internet Pharmacy Practice 
Sites (VIPPS) by the National Association of Boards of 
Pharmacy. Additionally, the FDA advises consumers to use 
sites that both require a verified prescription from a physi­
cian and offer easy access to a pharmacist through e-mail 
or a phone line to answer questions.
• Canada a n d  Mexico. Seniors willing to travel or those who 
live near the U.S. borders need to know that some of the 
best deals for prescriptions are in Canada and Mexico.
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Government price controls and market supply often force 
a 50 percent or higher discount on many popular drugs. It 
is legal to transport a 90-day supply into the United States 
for personal use as long as the patient has a prescription 
from a U.S. physician. However, the Food and Drug Ad­
ministration (FDA) warns that drugs from abroad may not 
exactly duplicate U.S. drugs.
O lder d ru gs w ith  ex p ired  pa ten ts. Ask the doctor whether 
an older brand-name medication would be an effective 
substitute. Do not expect doctors to factor price in their 
decisions. In a recent survey of 134 physicians published in 
Archives o f  In ternal M edicine, 80 percent of physicians sur­
veyed said they were unaware of the costs of medications 
they prescribe. Almost one-third of the physicians sampled 
did not realize that their elderly patients usually pay for 
drugs themselves.
C heaper brand-nam e drugs. Check out less expensive drugs 
at www.rxaminer.com. The site offers $10 Internet “consul­
tations” which list the names and prices for two less expen­
sive drugs, when possible, for each prescription entered. 
Price differentials can be large. Ensure that your client dis­
cusses all alternatives with the physician. Note that drugs 
that require careful dosing (for instance, medications for 
seizures or heart rhythm) should probably not be changed.
Go s tra ig h t  to  th e  h o r s e  p i l l ’s m ou th . Drug companies 
sponsor assistance programs for low-income seniors. The 
Web site for information is www.needymeds.com.
State d ru g  assistan ce program s. M any states have prescrip­
tion drug assistance programs. Those listed below offer 
some kind of prescription drug assistance, which varies 
widely from state to state. For example, California offers 
discounts at the pharmacy for all Medicare beneficiaries 
while Missouri offers a tax credit up to $200 for low-in- 
come seniors. You can also learn more about these state ini­
tiatives on the Internet by visiting www.FamiliesUSA.org 















New Jersey (800) 792-9745
New York (800) 332-3742
Pennsylvania (800) 225-7223
Rhode Island (401) 222-2880
South Carolina (877) 239-5277
Vermont (800) 529-4060
West Virginia (877) 987-4463
Wyoming (800) 442-2766
• G eneric drugs. Finally, the most popular answer to the ris­
ing cost of drugs is the use of generics. However, many 
people fear generics and the possible inferiority of these 
medications. The structure of todays medical coverage is 
encouraging or forcing elders to use generics in place of 
brand names. Many HMOs have generics on their formu­
laries (list of preferred drugs). It is estimated that 27 per­
cent of HMOs use closed formularies (where drugs not 
listed are not covered unless prior approval is obtained). 
M any patients do not like closed formularies and a new 
method, the tiered copayment system, is a popular way to 
encourage the use of generics. In a tiered system, generics 
are the least expensive.
The following information is provided to help you relieve client 
fear of generics. The FDA, which ensures the safety of prescrip-
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tion and over-the-counter drugs, wants consumers to know that 
the same safeguards are mandated for the production of generic 
drugs as for brand-name drugs. You may be able to help your 
clients become more comfortable with the use of generic drugs if 
you have the facts available to counter the most common myths 
about generic drugs.
• M yth No. 1—Generics take longer to act in the body. Fact— 
A generic drug must deliver the same amount of active in­
gredient in the same amount of time as the original product.
• M yth No. 2 —Generics are not as potent as brand-name 
drugs. Fact—The FDA requires generics to have the same 
quality, strength, purity, and stability as brand-name drugs.
• M yth  No. 3— Generics are not as safe as brand-name 
drugs. Fact—The FDA requires that all drugs be safe and 
effective. Since generic drugs use the same active ingredi­
ents and must work in the same way as their brand-name 
counterparts, they have the same risk-benefit profile as 
their brand-name equivalents.
• M yth  No. 4—Brand-name drugs are made in modern 
manufacturing facilities, and generics are often made in 
substandard facilities. F act—The FDA does not allow 
drugs to be made in substandard facilities. The FDA con­
ducts about 3,500 inspections a year to ensure that stan­
dards are met. Generic firms have facilities comparable to 
those of brand-name firms. In fact, brand-name firms ac­
count for an estimated 50 percent of generic drug produc­
tion. Drug companies frequently make copies of their own 
or other brand-name drugs but sell them w ithout the 
brand name.
• M yth No. 5—Generic drugs are likely to cause more side 
effects. Fact—There is no evidence of this. The FDA mon­
itors reports of adverse drug reactions and has found no dif­
ference in the rates between generic and brand-name drugs.
According to the Congressional Budget Office, the purchase of 
generic drugs at retail pharmacies saves consumers $8 billion to
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$10 billion per year, so expect the popularity of generic drugs to 
increase, not decrease, as part of private and government pre­
scription drug programs.
Political Action
Finally, there is good news on the horizon for relieving the 
headache of drug costs. President Bush has sent Congress a pre­
scription in the form of a legislative proposal to give an “immedi­
ate helping hand” to states so that they can help low-income 
Medicare beneficiaries better afford prescription drugs. Democ­
rats have countered with demands for a larger comprehensive bill. 
The Medicare Web site at www.medicare.gov will have recent up­
dates for 2001 legislation passed by Congress.
National Family Caregiver Support Program
Informal caregivers, such as spouses, adult children, relatives, and 
friends, are often the cornerstone of long-term care for elders. 
More than 7 million people are informal caregivers in the United 
States. The number has remained constant for more than a 
decade, despite the increased number of women in the work force 
and the breakdown of the traditional family. Dedicated caregivers 
have been a budget saver to the government. If caregivers were re­
placed by paid home care, the estimated additional cost would be 
$45 billion to $70 billion annually.
The enactment of the Older Americans Act Amendments of
2000 (Public Law 106-501) established an important new pro­
gram, the National Family Caregiver Support Program (NFCSP). 
The program was developed by the Administration on Aging 
(AoA) of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS). The program is funded at $125 m illion for fiscal year
2001 and approximately $113 million has been allocated to states 
through a congressionally mandated formula based on popula­
tion distribution of those 70 and older.
The program’s requirement is for all states to supply five basic ser­
vices to familial and other informal caregivers.
1. Information to caregivers about available services
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2. Assistance to caregivers in gaining access to services
3. Individual counseling in making decisions and solving 
problems relating to their caregiving responsibilities
4. Home-based respite care, adult day care centers, weekend 
nursing homes, or residential community care
5. Supplemental services on a lim ited basis to complement 
the care provided by caregivers
In January 2001, the AoA issued guidance to states on the imple­
mentation of the new program and funds were released on Febru­
ary 15, 2001.
The local agency, the area agency on aging (AAA), is one of the 
first organizations a caregiver should contact for help. Almost 
every state has one or more AAAs, which serve local communities, 
older residents, and their families. In a few states, the state unit of­
fice on aging serves as the AAA. Local AAAs are generally listed in 
the city or county government sections of the telephone directory 
under aging or social services or are located on the Internet.
For m ore in fo rm atio n  on the im p lem en ta tio n  o f  the 
N FCSP in  a particu lar state, contact the state unit on aging at 
www.aoa.gov/aoa/ pages/state.html.
AoA supports a nationwide, toll-free information directory called 
the ElderCare Locator, (800) 677-1116, which can help individ­
uals find the appropriate AAA for their loved ones. When con­
tacting the locator, callers should have the address, zip code, and 
county of residence for the person needing assistance.
Where Have All the Seniors Gone?
The number of nursing home residents decreased by about 10 
percent in the past decade, and this is not due to increased mor­
tality or a decrease in the elder demographic. On the contrary, the 
number of Americans over age 75 grew by 27 percent. As inno­
vative methods of care are developed for seniors, fewer and fewer 
elderly are choosing nursing homes as a care option. Consider the 
following facts.
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• Only 1.5 million people now live in nursing homes.
• 800,000 seniors live in assisted liv ing facilities (private 
apartments or homes) with services like prepared dinners.
• 1.5 million elderly individuals live in continuing care re­
tirement communities (offering all levels of care for people 
as they age).
• Tens of thousands of the elderly live in group homes and 
adult foster care facilities.
• 6 m illion chronically ill and disabled people get help at 
home with ventilators, intravenous tubes, and other com­
plex medical assistance.
Additionally, creative HMOs are providing in-home aides, med­
ical supplies, and food delivery for the elderly. Moreover, adult 
day care offers a community for elderly people while providing 
their home caregivers some rest.
The Future of ElderCare: Technology
Robots who perform human tasks, video conferencing that con­
nects one end of the universe to another—these are topics of sci­
ence fiction movies. However, we may not have to wait until the 
twenty-third century for major improvements. Technology may 
be the wave of the future that transforms the lives of the elderly. 
New products in the research stage are currently being developed 
that w ill improve elder independence while relieving the isolation 
and illness that come with aging.
For example, tele-home care makes use of at-home cameras and 
other technology to monitor patients. This kind of care allows el­
derly clients to live at home for a longer period. The audiovisual 
tool enables the elder to report medical readings to the nurses and 
doctors who monitor the patient. Currently, tele-home care is 
usually part of university studies conducted through agencies that 
offer in-home care. Much of the development has occurred in 
rural areas where transportation is difficult. At this point, the 
studies only cover the use of this technology to assist individuals 
with certain illnesses. However, before a client of yours moves out
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of his or her own home due to illness, it may be worthwhile to 
contact university research centers such as MIT, the Hays Med­
ical Center in Kansas, and the University of Minnesota to find 
out whether technology has been developed that might help. Al­
ternatively, check with your client’s health plan, which may par­
ticipate in tele-home care.
Additional technological developments that may influence elder- 
care include hand-held computers that wirelessly link seniors 
with transport and meal service, lights that gradually brighten a 
path to the bathroom, and computer tracking of elders in all 
rooms of their homes in order to increase mobility while keeping 
them safe. Other new research areas include cars that extend a se­
nior’s driving years with voice and visual prompts as well as spe­
cial lights for weak eyes, and sports clothing that is outfitted with 
mechanized joints to aid motion.
P ra c tic e  Issues
New Privacy Standards
The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act and the related Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC) regulations contain restrictions on the dis­
closure of personal financial information of certain individual 
clients and also require the distribution of privacy notices to 
those clients. You are subject to these provisions if  you are signif­
icantly engaged in providing clients with nonbusiness financial 
products or services. More specifically, these are products or ser­
vices for personal, family, or household purposes and can encom­
pass a broad spectrum. M any eldercare practices provide 
nonbusiness financial products and services to their clients such 
as individual tax return preparation, tax and retirement planning, 
and home care consulting.
W hat Is Required?
You are required to provide notices regarding your privacy policy to 
the clients for whom you are providing the financial products or 
services. In addition, you are prohibited, with certain exceptions, 
from disclosing to a nonaffiliated third party any nonpublic per­
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sonal information regarding those clients. The following exceptions 
to the nondisclosure rule are likely to apply to practicing CPAs:
1. To effect or administer the transaction requested by the 
client— for example, disclosure to a tax return processor 
for purposes of preparing the client's return
2. To participate in a peer review
3. To comply with federal, state, or local laws—for example, 
in response to a summons or subpoena
When Is It Required?
On or before Ju ly 1, 2001, you must provide an initial privacy 
notice to all nonbusiness individual clients existing on that date 
for whom you provide financial products and services. For indi­
vidual clients acquired after Ju ly 1, you must provide the initial 
notice no later than the acceptance of the client relationship. 
Going forward, you must give the notice on an annual basis to 
continuing clients for whom a notice is required. In most cases, 
you should be able to accomplish this by including the notice 
with client billings or engagement letters. Note that after the ini­
tial notice, the first annua l notice must be provided to continuing 
clients before January 1, 2003, and each subsequent annual no­
tice must be provided within twelve months of that notice.
What W ill Be the Effect on Your Practice?
Other than the notice requirement, these provisions should have 
no effect on your practice. As a CPA, you are already bound by 
your state ethics requirements. Also, AICPA members are bound 
by rule 301 of the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct, which 
is even more restrictive than the provisions of the Gramm-Leach- 
Bliley Act and the FTC. Subject to certain exceptions, rule 301 
generally prohibits you from disclosing confidential client infor­
mation without the specific consent of the client. In addition, 
subject to certain exceptions, Internal Revenue Code (IRC) sec­
tion 7216 makes it a misdemeanor for a paid income tax return 
preparer to disclose tax return information other than in connec­
tion with the preparation of the return.
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What Are the Enforcement Provisions?
All CPAs subject to these provisions w ill want to be in compli­
ance. Although the FTC regulations do not provide fines, penal­
ties, or a private right of action by clients, the FTC has the right 
to seek injunctive relief and the disgorgement of profits in federal 
district court.
What Does This Alert Information Not Cover?
The aforementioned information and the sample disclosure state­
ment presented below are intended to serve most CPAs in prac­
tice. They do not contemplate certain special practitioner 
situations, such as joint marketing activities (with law firms, for 
example) and international services. Also, because of the myriad 
of possible kinds of businesses and activities, the information is 
not intended to provide guidance to members in business and in­
dustry. CPAs wishing additional information, those having spe­
cial situations, or members in business and industry may wish to 
review the FTC regulations at its Web site, along with additional 
guidance that is currently being developed at www.ftc.gov/pri­
vacy/index.html. Scroll down the list until you find “Gramm- 
Leach-Bliley Act” for information under that heading.
What Should Be Included in the Privacy Notice?
The FTC regulations require that the notice be clear, conspicu­
ous, accurate, and in writing (or supplied electronically, with ad­
vance client approval). If the notice is to be combined with other 
information— for example, engagement letters or tax return in­
formation organizers— the notice must have “distinctive type 
size, style, and graphic devices, such as shading or sidebars.”
The notice must contain the following information:
1. The kinds of nonpublic personal information you collect 
regarding the client
2. The kinds of nonpublic personal information you disclose 
about the client
3. The parties to whom you disclose this information, other 
than under an exception to the prohibition on nondisclosure
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4. The clients right to “opt out” of the disclosure (generally 
not applicable to CPA clients because CPAs normally do 
not disclose client information)
5. Your policies with respect to sharing information on a per­
son who is no longer a client
6. Your practices for protecting the confidentiality and secu­
rity of your clients’ nonpublic personal information
The following is a sample disclosure notice you can use as is or 
customize for your firm.
[Firm Name] PRIVACY POLICY
CPAs, like all providers of personal financial services, are now 
required by law to inform their clients of their policies regard­
ing privacy of client information. CPAs have been and con­
tinue to be bound by professional standards of confidentiality 
that are even more stringent than those required by law. There­
fore, we have always protected your right to privacy.
Types of Nonpublic Personal Information We Collect
We collect nonpublic personal information about you that is 
provided to us by you or obtained by us with your authorization.
Parties to Whom We Disclose Information
For current and former clients, we do not disclose any non­
public personal information obtained in the course of our 
practice except as required or permitted by law. Permitted dis­
closures include, for instance, providing information to our 
employees, and in limited situations, to unrelated third parties 
who need to know that information to assist us in providing 
services to you. In all such situations, we stress the confidential 
nature of information being shared.
Protecting the Confidentiality and Security of Current and 
Former Client Information
We retain records relating to professional services that we pro­
vide so that we are better able to assist you with your profes­
sional needs and, in some cases, to comply with professional
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guidelines. In order to guard your nonpublic personal infor­
mation, we maintain physical, electronic, and procedural safe­
guards that comply with our professional standards.
Please call if you have any questions, because your privacy, our 
professional ethics, and the ability to provide you with quality 
financial services are very important to us.
Statement on Standards for Accounting and Review Services No. 8
In November 2000, the Accounting and Review Services Com­
mittee (ARSC) issued Statement on Standards for Accounting and 
Review Services (SSARS) No. 8, A mendment to Statement on Stan­
dards f o r  A ccounting and  Review Services No. 1, Compilation and 
Review of Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards, 
vol. 2, AR sec. 100). The new standard enables practitioners to 
compile financial statements for a client’s internal use only with­
out requiring the practitioner to issue a compilation report. In 
those circumstances, the practitioner must document an under­
standing with the client through the use of an engagement letter.
More Specifics
Two of the major changes to compilation engagements intro­
duced by SSARS No. 8 are the following.
• SSARS No. 8 revises the definition of the term subm ission 
o f  fin a n c ia l statements. The new definition is “presenting 
to a client or third party financial statements that the ac­
countant has prepared either manually or through the use 
of computer software.” The new definition w ill solve the 
majority of the applicability problems that the profession 
has faced. A lthough practitioners w ill still have to use 
their professional judgm ent to determine whether they 
have prepared and presented a financial statement, this 
modification was the best way to address today s techno­
logical environment, while still maintaining a minimum 
level of service.
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• SSARS No. 8 provides new communication options for 
the practitioner. If a practitioner submits financial state­
ments to a client that are not expected to be used by a third 
party, the following communication options are available;
-  Issuing a compilation report in accordance with the re­
porting requirements of SSARS No. 1, Compilation an d  
R eview  o f  F inan cia l S tatem ents (AICPA, P rofessiona l 
Standards, vol. 2, AR sec. 100)
— Documenting an understanding with the client through 
the use of an engagement letter, preferably signed by the 
client, regarding the services to be performed and the 
limitations on the use of those financial statements
The ARSC believes that by providing these communication options 
in a compilation engagement, the practitioner will be able to use his 
or her professional judgment about the type of communication that 
is appropriate for the client, provide a quality service, and appropri­
ately respond to the needs of the client. SSARS No. 8 is effec­
tive for financial statements submitted after December 31, 2000.
Sorting It All Out
To help you implement SSARS No. 8, the AICPA has published 
an Alert entitled Practical Guidance f o r  Im plem enting SSARS No. 8. 
This handy and inexpensive Alert is full of information that, 
among other things, helps clarify certain existing SSARSs, sug­
gests ways of implementing existing and new standards in special 
circumstances, points out pitfalls that frequently occur in compi­
lation engagements, and provides a series of questions and an­
swers to help implement the changes in SSARS No. 1.
Help Desk—To order your copy of the Practical Guidance fo r  
Implementing SSARS No. 8 Alert call the Order Department at 
(888) 777-7077 and ask for Product No. 022274kk.
Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements No. 10
In January 2001, the AICPA Auditing Standards Board (ASB) is­
sued Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAE) 
No. 10, Attestation Standards: Revision and  Recodification (AICPA,
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Professional Standards, vol. 1, AT secs. 101-701). SSAE No. 10 su­
percedes SSAE Nos. 1-9. Among other things, SSAE No. 10 en­
ables true direct reporting on subject matter by eliminating the 
requirement to make reference to the assertion in the practitioner’s 
report. Two of the primary reasons why the ASB decided to revise 
the attestation standards were to make them both internally con­
sistent and easier for practitioners to use in crafting and perform­
ing attest engagements.
Some of the ways in which SSAE No. 10 changes the attestation 
standards are that it—
• Changes the title of AT section 100 from Attestation Stan­
dards to AT section 101, Attest Engagements.
• Changes the definition of an attest engagem en t to the fol­
lowing statement of applicability of the standard.
Applies to engagements in which a certified public ac­
countant in the practice of public accounting (hereinafter 
referred to as a practitioner) is engaged to issue or does 
issue an examination, a review or an agreed-upon proce­
dures report on subject matter, or an assertion about the 
subject matter, that is the responsibility of another party.
• Revises the third general standard to focus on the essential 
elements of criteria. The criteria must be suitable and must 
be available to users. The subject matter also must be capa­
ble of evaluation against the criteria.
• Enables true direct reporting on subject matter by elim i­
nating the requirement to make reference to the assertion 
in the practitioner’s report.
• Provides expanded guidance on the circumstances in which the 
use of attest reports should be restricted to specified parties.
SSAE No. 10 is effective when the subject matter or assertion is as 
of or for a period ending on or after June 1, 2001. Early applica­
tion is permitted.
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Help Desk—To order your copy of SSAE No. 10, call the 
Order Department at (888) 777-7077 and ask for Product 
No. 023029kk.
New Tax Practice Standards
In October 2000, the AICPA Tax Executive Committee issued 
the following Statements on Standards for Tax Services (SSTSs):
• SSTS No. 1, Realistic Possibility Standard
• SSTS No. 2, Answers to Questions on Returns
• SSTS No. 3, Certain Procedural Aspects o f  Preparing Returns
• SSTS No. 4, Use o f  Estimates
• SSTS No. 5, D eparture From a Position P reviously Con­
clu d ed  in an Administrative P roceed ing or  Court Decision
• SSTS No. 6, K now ledge o f  Error: Return Preparation
• SSTS No. 7, K now ledge o f  Error: Administrative Proceedings
• SSTS No. 8, Form an d  Content o f  Advice to Taxpayers
SSTSs 1 through 8 delineate members’ responsibilities to tax­
payers, the public, the government, and the profession. Gener­
ally, practitioners must follow these standards when 
recommending tax return positions and preparing or signing 
tax returns (including amended returns, claims for refund, and 
information returns) filed with any taxing authority. Members 
are expected to comply with these tax standards, in accordance 
with the AICPA’s Code o f  P rofessional Conduct, Rule 201: Gen­
eral Standards (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 
201), and Rule 202; Compliance W ith Standards (AICPA, Pro­
fess ion a l Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 202). If you are handling tax 
matters for your elderly clients, you need to familiarize yourself 
with these new tax standards.
Help Desk—To obtain these standards, call the AICPA
Order Department at (888) 777-7077 and ask for Product
No. 0 6 5 0 13kk.
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E n title m e n ts  W a tc h
Taking a look at Social Security and Medicare fo r 2 0 01.
Social Security and Medicare Update 2001
Current Social Security and Medicare information for 2001, ob­
tained from the Social Security Administration, is presented below.
Information for Social Security Beneficiaries
Based on the increase in the Consumer Price Index (CPI-W ) 
from the third quarter of 1999 through the third quarter o f  2000, 
Social Security beneficiaries received a 3.5 percent cost of living 
adjustment (COLA) for 2001.
In January of 2000, the Retirement Earnings Test was eliminated 
for individuals aged sixty-five to sixty-nine. It remains in effect 
for those ages sixty-two through sixty-four. A modified test ap­
plies for the year an individual reaches age sixty-five.
Year 2001
Year individual $25,000 per year Applies only for months prior to
reaches 65 ($2,084 per month) attaining age 65; $1 in benefits 
will be withheld for every 
$3 in earnings above the limit
Under age 65 $10,680 per year $ 1 in benefits will be withheld for
($890 per month) every $2 in earnings above the limit
There is no limit on earnings beginning the month an individual 
attains age sixty-five.
Estimated average monthly Social Security benefits after the De­
cember 2000 COLA are as follows.
Beneficiary Monthly Benefit After 3.5 Percent COLA
All retired workers $ 845
Aged couple, both receiving benefits $1,410
Widowed mother and two children $ 1,696
Aged widow(er) alone $ 811
Disabled worker, spouse, and one or more children $1,310 
All disabled workers $ 786
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Information for Medicare Recipients
Presented below are Medicare deductible, coinsurance, and pre­
mium amounts for 2001. Most individuals who qualify for Social 
Security do not pay a premium for Medicare hospital insurance.
Hospital Insurance (Part A)
For the first 60 days in a hospital, patient pays $792
For days 61 through 90 in a hospital, patient pays $198 per day
Beyond 90 days in a hospital, patient pays 
(for up to 60 more days) $396 per day
For first 20 days in a skilled nursing facility, 
patient pays $0
For days 21 through 100 in a skilled nursing facility, 
patient pays $99 per day
Medical Insurance (Part B)
Premium $50 per month
Deductible $100 per year 
After the patient has paid the 
deductible. Part B pays for 80 
percent of covered services
Help Desk—For a more in-depth discussion of Social Security 
and Medicare, refer to chapter 7 of the AICPA Practice Aid 
CPA ElderCare: A Practitioner’s Resource Guide (Product No. 
022504kk). Also, refer to the Social Security Web site at 
www.ssa.gov and the Medicare Web site at www.medicare.gov.
On the Horizon
In M ay 2001, President Bush appointed a commission whose 
goal is to overhaul Social Security, as we know it today. Privatiza­
tion is a unique part of the President's solution for a system that 
some experts predict will collapse by fiscal year 2038 due to the 
retirement of the baby boomer generation. Privatization involves 
creating private retirement accounts for investing in stocks and 
bonds. Some argue against privatization, saying that insulating 
government investment decisions from political pressures will be 
very difficult.
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Practitioners should keep abreast of any changes to the Social Se­
curity system (the Web site is www.ssa.gov) and note an uncertain 
future when planning for your clients.
S p o tlig h ts
Con Artists and the Elderly—Awareness and Prevention
Research suggests that the elderly are more likely to be victims of 
financial scams than other demographic groups. Even intelligent, 
accomplished elders can succumb to con artists. The number of 
cases of elderly becoming victims of financial theft; has been in­
creasing in recent years. Financial losses can be significant. More­
over, when a person of any age is cheated, feelings of 
embarrassment and violation result. These feelings may be mag­
nified in the elderly, if  the older adult is sensitive to perceptions 
about his or her competency.
Preventing Scams
Elderly people, especially isolated individuals, are easy targets for 
scam artists, since thieves prey upon the need for companionship. 
Your elderly clients should be informed that unsolicited phone 
callers and visitors offering products and services should not be 
seen as the answers to their needs. Impress upon your clients that 
they should rely upon you and their family and friends for their 
needs. Additionally, you may want to investigate social activities 
at a nearby senior center, or help your disabled clients obtain 
computer Web access so the attraction of social interaction with 
strangers is reduced.
When a Scam Occurs
If you suspect that your client is the unfortunate victim of a scam, 
question the client to ascertain whether a scam has occurred and 
learn the details of the situation. As a CPA, you are in an excellent 
position to help the client determine the financial implications of 
the loss. Together with legal counsel, you can determine whether 
recovery is possible. If money or property titles have changed 
hands, or if  other damaging transactions have occurred, you may 
be able to remedy the situation in conjunction with legal counsel.
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Obviously, the police and other authorities will most likely need 
to be notified. Other entities you may consider contacting in­
clude the U.S. Attorney’s Office, the Federal Bureau of Investiga­
tion, the FTC, the Better Business Bureau, the Chamber of 
Commerce, and the District Attorney’s Office.
Real Case Example
On M ay 17, 2001, a United States District Court sentenced a 
man to twenty-three years in the federal penitentiary for defraud­
ing elderly investors. A jury found the man guilty of 120 counts 
of securities fraud, mail fraud, and money laundering. Under the 
guise of providing estate and financial planning services, under 
the name “Association for Retired Persons Financial Services” 
(RPFS), the con artist was alleged to have defrauded more than 
fifty elderly individuals of approximately $1.7 million. He was 
ordered to pay $1.7 million disgorgement plus $320,000 in pre­
judgment interest and $16,000 in civil penalties.
Under the ruse of providing estate and financial planning ser­
vices, this con artist solicited information about assets and invest­
ments. He encouraged elders to liquidate their legitim ate 
investments and IRAs and use the proceeds to purchase “annu­
ities” issued by RPFS supposedly paying 11 percent or more in­
terest. He concealed from the investors that RPFS had few 
business operations and insufficient revenue to pay interest. A 
total of $900,000 of the money stolen from defrauded senior cit­
izens was used for his personal mortgage payments, country club 
dues, personal credit card bills, and lavish entertaining.
Tips for Avoiding Con Artists and Scams
Listed below are warnings that will help reduce the risk of your 
elderly client becoming another victim of con artists. You can re­
produce the list, customize it, and provide it to your clients.
Telemarketing. Be wary of—
• Unsolicited calls that include questions about money, fam­
ily, burglar alarms, credit cards, checking accounts, Social 
Security numbers.
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• Unsolicited money offers from people who identify them­
selves as friends of the family, bank officials, insurance 
agents, law officers, telephone company representatives 
and city inspectors.
• Calls claiming that the client has won a prize.
• Sales calls disguised as surveys.
• Calls in which the caller does not identify his company.
Remember these suggestions.
• Do not engage telemarketers in conversation.
• Never spend money to claim a prize.
• Remember that all 900 calls cost money. Read the fine 
print. Beware of bogus products.
• Hang up immediately on calls from strangers.
• Obtain an unlisted number or caller identification (ID).
• Do not give out personal financial information such as 
Social Security numbers and bank account numbers.
Possib le A t-Home Scams. Be wary of—
• Door to door salespeople.
• Mobile health labs offering free health screenings.
• Strangers at the door asking for donations and money.
• Visitors wearing official looking uniforms.
Remember these suggestions.
• Never let unsolicited strangers into the home. This is both 
a financial and physical risk. Even so-called city inspectors, 
telephone repair workers, or u tility  company employees 
should not be given access if  the visit was unsolicited. Call 
the police.
• Never give money to strangers.
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• Check with a trusted family member or financial adviser 
before making any investments.
• When homecare workers are present, put away valuables, 
cash, jewelry, watches, credit cards, and precious heirlooms.
• Have fam ily meet all new “friends” encountered during 
random activities (shopping, senior citizen meetings, and 
so on.)
• Avoid deals you do not understand.
• Never take advice from someone who is trying to sell you 
something.
M ail a n d  In tern et Scams. Be wary of—
• Urgent official-looking government documents.
• Mail-order life insurance policies.
• Internet sites that request too much personal information.
Remember these suggestions.
• Show family members all official-looking mail and suspi­
cious mail.
• Give post office officials all suspicious-looking mail so they 
can track down offenders.
• Do not assume an organization advertising on a well- 
known internet site is reputable.
• Do not pay or accept unsolicited C.O.D. packages
• Do not endorse “gift” checks, coupons, sweepstake entries 
or rebates sent by mail. You may be signing an agreement 
approving unwanted services.
• Never donate cash to a charity. Write a check and get a receipt.
• Check all warranties.
A dditiona l Scams—All M edium s. Be wary of—




Investment offers that include return of investment guar­
antees as well as far-away investments such as Alaskan oil.
Lottery and sweepstake swindles: free cars, trips, and so on.





Home testing services like radon schemes.
Donations for phony charities.
Funeral home investments.
Finally, keep in mind that if  an offer appears too good to be true, 
it probably is. Protect yourself and your loved ones.
Family Conflicts
At the inception of an eldercare engagement, or at some time 
during the course of the engagement, conflicts may arise among 
family members. These conflicts may make your client’s life dif­
ficult, or m ay have a negative effect on your ab ility to fulfill 
your responsibilities. Rather than ignoring conflicts or hoping 
that they resolve themselves, you m ay need to take a more 
proactive approach to their resolution in order to continue with 
the engagement.
Before you intercede in a family conflict, understand that some 
level of conflict is natural and normal whenever a number of peo­
ple interact. Try to distinguish between discussions, disagreements, 
and conflicts. Families have different communication styles, so 
what may appear to be a loud disagreement or conflict to you, 
could, on closer inspection, be a very dramatic, loud discussion.
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To address fam ily conflict, you must understand some of the 
common underlying sources of conflict, including the following.
Lack of Communication
Failure of family members to share ideas and feelings can cause 
other family members to "fill in the blanks,” that is, assign moti­
vations that were not there or jump to conclusions as to the rea­
sons for another persons decision. Unfortunately, many people 
jump to negative conclusions about others when they interpret 
the actions or decisions of others.
Value Conflict
When two people have different attitudes, beliefs, and expecta­
tions, agreeing on the same goals may be difficult. For example, 
one family member may believe that all the children have a re­
sponsibility to take care of their parent, while another family 
member may feel that as long as children are contributing finan­
cially they are fulfilling their responsibility.
Lack of Effective Leadership or Decision-Making
Lack o f agreem ent about who is in  charge or how things are 
going to get done can cause conflict. Fam ily members m ay 
become sidetracked over who has a say in  decision m aking. 
C hanges in  resp onsib ility  can cause confusion . A  s ib lin g  
m ay grow to feel that his or her status as p rim ary caregiver 
or attorney-in-fact allows for final decision determ ination. 
T h e  concept o f w in n in g  and  lo sin g  has been in troduced  
in to the decision m ak ing  process, d istracting  partic ipan ts 
from their goal.
Change
When changes occur abruptly, anger, anxiety, and confusion can 
result. If “Mom” or “Dad” seemed to be doing okay and then a 
crisis erupts or a sudden deterioration occurs, the change in the 
parent's circumstances can cause family members to feel guilt and 
confusion over the choices that need to be made. They may even 
look for someone to blame for the crisis.
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Unresolved Prior Conflict
As the number of past, unresolved conflicts increases between 
people, so does the likelihood of future ones. Family conflicts 
tend to leave more “scars” than some other kinds of conflict, 
making it more difficult for some individuals to focus on the de­
cisions at hand.
Managing a Conflict
Understanding the source of conflict is a helpful first step in the 
resolution process, not the solution itself Here are some steps to 
managing a conflict constructively and respectfully.
• Make sure all parties treat each other with respect.
• Find a neutral and a set time to discuss the conflict.
• Define the conflict in clear, concrete terms and focus solely 
on the problem that needs to be solved.
• Make sure that all parties understand each other's view of 
the problem.
• List all the proposed solutions and examine the conse­
quences of each alternative in an objective manner.
• Review the solutions and consequences and narrow down the al­
ternatives until there is a solution on which all parties can agree.
• If there is no agreement, try to get all parties to agree on a 
trial solution that will be evaluated by all parties after a set 
period of time.
Some conflicts may end up easily resolved, but serious conflicts 
may require outside intervention in order to be successfully re­
solved. At this point, as the eldercare practitioner you will have 
the following two decisions to make. Should I try to moderate the 
conflict? Should I participate in the conflict resolution process?
The answer to the first question should in most cases be no. Al­
though objectivity is helpful in resolving conflict, becoming a 
moderator in the case of a severe family conflict requires addi­
tional skills. Unless you have training in conflict resolution and
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negotiation and experience resolving family conflicts, you should 
avoid the moderator role in these instances. An experienced pro­
fessional should be engaged to moderate severe family conflicts.
The answer to the second question is more subjective. You will 
have to assess whether the conflict w ill be more easily resolved as 
a result of your presence and whether you have an important role 
to play in the resolution of the conflict. If you need to be there to 
provide pertinent information you might want to participate in the 
process. If you truly feel that the best interests of your client will 
not be respected without your presence, you may feel obligated to 
participate. However, your presence m ay inhib it some fam ily 
members or you may become inadvertently drawn into the con­
flict because of your presence. Some family members may feel 
that your presence indicates support for one fam ily member’s 
view, or that you are taking sides.
If you are planning on participating in the conflict resolution 
process, make sure that all family members are aware of your in­
tent to participate and agree on it. Make sure that you clearly 
communicate your purpose for participating in the process. You 
may wish to confer with the moderator in advance about your 
presence, and if  you feel that liabilities may arise from this con­
flict, you should also consult with your attorney.
How to Locate a Mediator
Members of the Academy of Family Mediators provide mediation 
services to families facing decisions involving separation, divorce 
or marital dissolution, child custody, parenting, visitation, prop­
erty division, wills and estates, elder care, spousal support or al­
imony, child support, family business, prenuptial agreements, 
and many other disputes, conflicts, or issues involving the family. 
The Academy of Family Mediators can refer you to a mediator in 
your area and provide information about mediation training and 
dispute resolution employment opportunities.
Although mediators may come from a variety of professional back­
grounds including attorneys, psychologists, social workers, marriage 
or family counselors, clergy, accountants and financial specialists, 
they have all received specialized training to become mediators.
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The Academy of Family Mediators recommends that you ap­
proach hiring a mediator just as you would any other profes­
sional. Generally, you should obtain the following information 
when selecting a mediator:
• Background, education, and training of the mediator
• Experience or knowledge in mediating the kind of case you 
have
• Fees charged and how the fees are to be divided among all 
parties
• The mediator’s membership in professional associations
• Whether the mediator is certified (Please note that certifi­
cation is available only in certain states.)
The Academy of Family Mediators posts a directory of members 
on its Web site. In September 2000, the Academy of Family Me­
diators voted to merge with the Society of Professionals in Dis­
pute Resolution and the Conflict Resolution Education Network 
to form the Association for Conflict Resolution. The new contact 
information for the merged organization of AFM, SPIDR, and 
CREnet follows:
Association for Conflict Resolution 
1527 New Hampshire Avenue NW  
Third Floor
Washington, DC 20036 
Phone: (202) 667-9700 
Fax: (202) 265-1968
E-mail: spidr@spidr.org (temporary e-mail address during merger) 
Url: http://www.mediate.com/afm/
Financial Planning During Grief
M ortality tables and divorce statistics indicate that a large seg­
ment of eldercare clientele consists of women living alone. By age 
65, women outnumber men and by age 85, there are twice as 
many women as men. Approximately 85 percent of women will 
have to manage their own finances at some point.
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Even well-educated widows or divorcees may have difficulty man­
aging their finances. In this day and age, traditions still hold and 
husbands often make the financial decisions. Couple your female 
client's inexperience with the fact that she is dealing with the dev­
astating loss of a loved one. Suddenly under duress, she is expected 
to make financial decisions, a difficult task for any person.
Below are some strategies to use with a grieving female client.
• Define the financial planner-client relationship in the be­
ginning, including potential costs. The National Center on 
Women and Aging surveyed 500 women. The survey indi­
cated that 43 percent of the women hired a professional 
without inquiring as to cost. Make an up-front fee estimate 
for your client.
• Explain the financial situation to the client. Review the ba­
sics with her and the reasoning behind them. Let her know 
the ways in which you feel qualified as a CPA, and ask 
what her expectations are in regards to your services. 
Brainstorm concerns with her.
• For divorced clients, an ex-wife will already have a divorce 
attorney. A main concern will be to ensure that her CPA is 
independent of her ex-husband's advisers. She is apt to be 
worried about the trustworthiness of her adviser. Be cog­
nizant of a divorcee's special needs and ensure her legal and 
financial protection.
• Explain that the client’s lack of knowledge is common 
among women in her situation. Answer all her questions 
w ith respect, candor, and patience. M ake sure that she 
leaves the meetings understanding the topics discussed. 
Encourage her to write down questions as they occur to 
discuss at meetings.
• If your client stalls unnecessarily with decisions or is not 
participating, or if  personal issues are very complicated, 
consider bringing in a counselor for help. The client may 
be at a crossroads; her ability to make decisions may be un-
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dermined by emotional stress. A counselor who has experi­
ence in handling family crises is a great resource.
• Involve the family, especially children, in meetings. It is ad­
vantageous for the children to understand what you are 
doing and why, because miscommunications with family 
members can disrupt any financial plans you are trying to 
implement.
• Gradually familiarize her w ith the financial process as 
much as you can. W ith death and divorce, there is often a 
subconscious desire for another person to come along and 
take over responsibility. This is rooted in denial of her new 
independent status. You may feel a pull to completely 
come to the rescue of a client in distress; however, this en­
ables denial. A continued ignorance about finances will be 
disabling. Use independent judgm ent to guide her to 
sound financial decision-making. Impulsive decisions may 
leave her w ith nothing; excessive caution w ill stunt the 
growth of her assets. Therefore, mentor her gradually so 
that she can become both wiser as well as empowered by 
her own decision-making.
According to mental health professionals, turmoil in someone’s 
life often takes six months to a year to settle, perhaps even longer. 
Planning a grieving client’s financial future is indeed an impor­
tant and sensitive task. You are helping her manage her financial 
security. But in addition you are also performing a noble 
task—helping her with major life transition.
Choosing a Housing Option
Do not rely on doctors to know the best housing option for your 
elderly client. Doctors may not be informed about nursing home 
alternatives. Additionally, do not wait for a crisis to happen to ad­
vise your client to consider the elder’s long-term care needs.
A quick overview of some housing alternatives is listed below. For 
more detail and information, you can order the AICPA Practice 
Aid CPA ElderCare: A P ra ctition er ’s R esource Guide. Call the 
Order Department at (888) 777-7077 and ask for Product No.
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022504kk. Remember that the government picks up approxi­
mately 65 percent of all U.S. nursing home costs, but unfortu­
nately does not yet help with many kinds of long-term care.
Assisted Living Facilities
Instead of shared rooms in nursing homes, seniors live in private 
homes with their own bedroom, or in apartments with kitchenettes 
and bathrooms. The facility has staff available for assistance with 
eating, bathing, and dressing. Housekeeping, laundry, and trans­
portation are also available. Assisted living facilities (ALFs) do not 
provide medical care; however, the staff will often supervise med­
ications. One quarter of assisted living facilities have special wings 
for people with Alzheimer’s disease and other forms of dementia.
How m uch do ALFs cost? Facilities vary by geographic area and 
luxury; however, a studio apartment costs about $27,000 a year, 
less than two-thirds the cost of a nursing home. Ninety percent of 
residents pay out of pocket. However, long-term care insurance 
policies often help pay for assisted living.
What are the pros? The advantages of ALFs include social interac­
tion, exercise classes, and trips to museums and malls. Addition­
ally, residents get to remain independent as long as possible.
What are the cons? Currently, there is no regulation for this form 
of care. Additionally, hidden fees can occur for items such as 
laundry or meals. Ensure that your clients read the contracts care­
fully prior to acceptance and consult legal counsel. Facilities in 
many states can evict residents with little notice. Moreover, rent 
can rise annually and as the need for care increases, one may still 
have to hire a helper. Also, the elder lives and eats in a group set­
ting, with people who may be frail or have dementia. Many peo­
ple in assisted living have some dementia.
Some questions to ask are;
• How does the fa cility  m eet the changin g needs o f  seniors as they 
g row  older a n d  n eed  m ore care? Be specific. This is an im­
portant consideration since approximately 75 percent of 
assisted living residents eventually leave because they need 
a higher level of care.
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• Does the fa c i l i ty  have oth er care services ava ilab le? Inquire 
whether the facility also provides home-care services. Some 
facilities are expanding to home care. They may provide 
the services of assisted living but in the home. Technology 
provides the link—patients can wear bracelets with a call 
button to push to for help and machines can remind seniors 
to take medications.
Continuing Care Retirement Communities
Continuing care retirement communities (CCRCs) address the 
changing care needs of the individual by providing different lev­
els of care in a single setting, so people can live independently as 
long as they can and then move to different buildings when their 
needs are greater. Ninety-four percent of CCRCs are run by non­
profit groups.
What is the cost? The average entry fee is $ 110,000 for a two-bed- 
room apartment, and more than that at more luxurious commu­
nities. Unfortunately, the elder does not obtain equity in an 
apartment, and must pay monthly fees.
What are th e p ros?  The main advantage is peace of m ind. All 
forms of care are guaranteed and are nearby, which can be espe­
cially appealing for couples at different stages of health. One may 
want to move in when young and healthy in order to take full ad­
vantage of the activities and pay a lower entry fee.
What are the cons? The main disadvantage is high cost.
Some questions to ask are:
• Is the fa c i l i ty  a ccr ed ited  by th e C ontinu ing Care A ccredita­
tion  C om m ission  (202-783-7286)? This organization 
checks consumer protection and quality of care as well as 
the organization’s financial health. Ask the facility for its 
latest audit report or obtain the information from the 
state insurance commission. If the contract is easy to 
read for the consumer, that is a good sign. Always con­
sult legal counsel.
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• What are the procedures i f  the on-site nursing hom e is fu l l  and  
the eld er needs a bed? The main advantage and reason for the 
high cost of CCRCs is the flexible care arrangement; ensure 
that this option will always be open for the participant.
• Does th e fa c i l i t y  have in -h om e options? Some CCRCs are 
now providing services in a persons own home. They fi­
nance care through an insurance plan. Members sign up 
while healthy and are guaranteed future care such as nurs­
ing and meals delivered to the home.
Home Health Agencies
Home health agencies send an aide into an elder's home to pro­
vide at-home care. Nurses provide medical care; home health 
aides assist with personal care like bathing. New eldercare service 
companies provide a case manager to broker whatever services 
are necessary.
What is the cost? The fee for a private-pay licensed home health 
aide runs about $15 per hour. A nurse can cost two to three times 
more. Cost is still less than a nursing home. Long-term care in­
surance now provides home care coverage.
What are the pros? Living at home with all available care.
What are the cons? Home can be a lonely place for some. A sup­
port system of family or friends is needed to make it work. Addi­
tionally, aides may have minimal training. Support at home may 
not be enough.
Some questions to ask are:
• Does the agency require three or more hours o f care 
each day?
• Does the agency perform criminal background checks on 
aides and provide references?
• For 24-hour care shifts, what systems are in place to ensure 
coverage?
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T h e  F in a n c ia l B e a t
New IRS Regulations for Minimum Required Retirement 
Distributions
Counseling clients on the taxation and distribution of benefits 
from qualified retirement plans or IRAs can raise many concerns. 
A CPA can provide an important service by ensuring that clients 
avoid penalties on actual or required plan distributions. For ex­
ample, under IRC section 72, there is a 10 percent penalty on 
distributions from qualified plans or IRAs before age 59fi. Penal­
ties also apply if  distributions are taken too slowly after the re­
quired beginning date. Although some clients may be aware of 
the applicable penalties, many are not.
On January 11, 2001, the U.S. Treasury published new regula­
tions for minimum required distributions from IRAs and other 
qualified retirement plans. These regulations are designed to 
make it easier for people to understand and apply the minimum 
required distribution rules. The IRS Web site www.irs.ustreas.gov 
supplies all publications governing the regulations.
Although the changes are scheduled to go into effect in 2002, 
IRA owners and retirement plan participants whose trustee a n d  
employer p lans adopt the proposed  rules f o r  2001 may choose to use 
either the old or the new rules for distributions to be made for the 
2001 calendar year. Those who inherited IRAs from owners who 
were deceased in 2000 may also be able to make certain more fa­
vorable elections in 2001. Thus, it is important that your clients 
clearly understand their options.
Comparing the Old and New Rules
In summary, the new rules—
• Standardize the way lifetime minimum distributions are 
determined.
• Simplify payouts of account balances to beneficiaries.
• Change the deadlines by which a beneficiary of the ac­
count must be named.
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• Clarify the treatment of trusts as account beneficiaries.
• Restrict the ability of some surviving spouses to elect to 
treat decedents’ IRAs as their own.
• Impose new reporting requirements on IRA trustees.
The following list is not necessarily inclusive of all areas affected 
by the rule changes.
Area Affected by 
Rule Change Old Rules New Rules
Penalty on late No penalty exceptions Distributions can be delayed
distributions without penalty if—
• During the up-to-18-month 
period, a domestic relations order 
is being reviewed by a qualified 
retirement plan’s administrator.
• Annuity payments are required 
to be made from a life insurance 
company that is in a state insurer 
delinquency program.
Method Calculated using one of • A uniform table is used which
available seven complex formulas now standardizes the method.
for minimum chosen by the taxpayer The table is essentially a joint
distribution that depends on the life life-expectancy table for the
calculation expectancy of the account participant and another individual
owners and/or beneficiary. ten years younger. Each year the
The amount can vary account balance at the end
significantly depending on of the preceding year is
the formula used and divided by the applicable
primary beneficiary age-based factor in the table. This
designation. Additionally, table is used whether or not the
under the calculation account’s designated beneficiary is
(not fixed) methods, the the spouse and regardless of the age
designated beneficiary difference between account
has to take a lump sum owner and beneficiary.
distribution of all • Exception: A joint life expectancy
remaining funds in the table of the couple is used if spouse
year the participant dies.
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is both sole beneficiary and more 
than ten years younger than the 
owner. (This results in a lower 
required distribution than the new 
uniform table described above.)
For the above scenarios, the amount 
distributed in year of participant’s 
death is not influenced by death of


















In all cases, the April 
subsequent to the 
participant reaching 
age 70fi.
Identification of the 
beneficiary has to take 
place before the earlier 
of the account owner's 
death or the required 
distribution date (the 




payout periods apply. 
They depend on such 
variables as the designated 
beneficiary named (spouse 
or other), distribution 
calculation chosen, or 
whether distributions had
participant. There is no highly taxable 
lump-sum distribution of remaining 
funds to beneficiary.
There is no irrevocable decision 
for the participant to make at a 
certain age. Due to the aggregate 
applicability of the new table, 
beneficiaries can be changed after 
the required beginning date and 
in some cases even after death 
without the change affecting the 
amount of the minimum required 
distribution. Thus, at the required 
beginning date, for participants 
who are still living, the only 
requirement is the initiation of 
the distributions.
Finalization occurs at the end of the 
calendar year (December 31) subse­
quent to the year of the owner's death.
• Exception 1. If the spouse is sole 
beneficiary, distributions begin 
on the later of December 31 of the 
owner's seventieth year, or at the end 
of the calendar year subsequent 
to the year of the owner's death.
• Exception 2. For lifetime annuities, 
finalization occurs at the annuity 
start date, even if that date is 
after the required beginning date.
These options provide greater flex­
ibility and post-death estate planning 
opportunities including extra time to 
provide necessary documentation to 
a plan administrator or IRA trustee.
In all cases distribution period is 
the life expectancy of the beneficiary. 
(Unlike prior rules, it does not 
matter whether the account owner 
dies before or after the required 
beginning date or whether the 
surviving spouse is the beneficiary. 









b en eficiary is 
nam ed (includes 
ch arities a n d  










already begun prior to the 
owner's death. (As stated 
above, the identification 
of beneficiary must take 
place before the earlier of 
account owner's death or 
required beginning date.)
The Default Rule:
• If death of account 
owner is subsequent to the 
required beginning date, 
payout period is based 
on the period in effect 
at owner's death.
• If death of account 
owner is prior to required 
beginning date, account 
balance generally must be 
distributed within five 
years of the owner's death.
In certain circumstances, 
distributions are 
accelerated.
O ld R ules
May treat entire inherited 
interest in IRA as her/his 
own IRA, but only if the 
survivor is sole beneficiary 
and has unlimited right to 
withdraw from the account. 
(One way is to rename the 
IRA with surviving spouse 
as owner. This can be done 
after required minimum 
distribution amount for 
the year of owner's death 
has been paid.)
reduced taxes in some situations, since 
the period is the beneficiary’s life 




• If death of account owner is subse­
quent to the required beginning 
date, payout period is the remaining 
life expectancy of the owner as 
determined by the uniform table.
• If death of account owner is prior 
to required beginning date, account 
balance generally must be distrib­
uted within five years of the 
owner’s death.
The designated beneficiary may 
now, after the death of the 
participant, designate a subsequent 
beneficiary who will obtain the 
remaining distributions if the 
beneficiary dies prior to full 
distribution. The remaining 
distributions are not accelerated 
and are paid out over the fixed life 
expectancy of the original beneficiary.
Same rule as before, but with the 
following exception: When a trust 
is the beneficiary of an IRA, the 
spouse does not have the option to 












companies, insurers, and 
other IRA providers have 
no obligation to provide 
owners or the IRS with the 
required minimum 
distribution amount.
O ld R ules
No postmortem planning 
available since beneficiary 
designation occurs at the 
earlier of the account 
owner’s death or the 
required beginning date 
(the April subsequent to 
age 70fi).
Starting with 2002, IRA trustees 
and custodians must report the 
current year minimum distribution 
amount to both owners and the 
IRS. (This is required for all IRAs, 
regardless of whether the IRA 
owner is taking distribution from 
all IRAs. The IRS will issue specific 
instructions about this reporting 
requirement.)
If there are multiple beneficiaries, 
separate accounts can be established 
prior to December 31 in the year 
following the participant’s death. 
This allows each beneficiary to take 
minimum required distributions 
based upon his or her individual 
life expectancy. Specifically, if the 
owner died in fiscal year 2000 or 
2001, multiple beneficiaries 
should attempt to set up separate 
accounts prior to December 31, 
2001. If separate accounts cannot 
be established, payout is based 
upon the oldest beneficiary’s life 
expectancy. A strategy for combined 
accounts is to have an older 
beneficiary (or non-individual 
beneficiary) disclaim benefits or 
take a payout allowing all other 
beneficiaries to take minimum 
required distributions based upon 
the life expectancy of oldest remain­
ing beneficiary. This is especially 
helpful if there is a large age difference 
between the first and second oldest 
beneficiary. (If two beneficiaries 




Taking Advantage of the New Rules
Individuals with retirement accounts, especially IRA owners and 
beneficiaries of qualified retirement plans, should review their 
current distribution strategies in light of the new rules. Individu­
als may be able to better plan their retirement distributions by 
taking advantage of the greater flexibility available under the new 
rules. In most cases, the new rules lower the minimum required 
distributions and, with proper planning, significant tax savings 
may be possible. IRA owners and qualified plan account owners 
who are taking required minimum distributions may want to im­
mediately recalculate the amount they need to withdraw for 2001 
under the new rules. If the amount is smaller, taking that smaller 
amount should result in a lower current tax bill, longer tax defer­
ral for the money in the account, and larger sums passing to the 
owner’s family or other heirs.
Pension Hide and Seek
Your clients may have pensions they are entitled to that are hid­
den and untouched.
In order to find potential hidden funds, your first step is to take 
an employment history of your client and assess the likelihood 
that an individual was entitled to a pension from any of his or 
her former employers. This assessment should take into account 
the following:
• Vesting requirements. Vesting used to require up to twenty 
years of service until the mid-1970s, decreasing over time 
to the five-year vesting period which is common today.
• Plan eligib ility rules a n d  date o f  separation. Those employees 
who left their jobs after ERISA was instituted in 1976 have 
more rights.
• Spousal rights. Spousal rules are complex; check with legal 
counsel to ensure spouses are receiving all they are entitled to.
You should include family members in your discussion; spouses 
may help complete work experience history.
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Helpfu l Guidance for Locating Pension Funds
The Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, the federal agency 
that insures workers covered by private defined benefit pension 
plans, provides the following guidance for locating “lost” pen­
sion funds.
Gather as much documentation as possible from prior employers 
to determine eligibility and to assist in the search for the former 
employer and the holder of the pension plan funds. If it is likely 
that an individual was eligible for benefits from a pension plan 
and the employer can no longer be located, the history of the em­
ployer and its pension plan must be traced. The first places to 
look for assistance are the Pension and Welfare Benefit Adminis­
tration’s Division of Technical Assistance and Inquiries 
(www.dol.gov), the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation’s Pen­
sion Search Program (www.pbgc.gov), and the Administration on 
Aging’s Pension Counseling Projects (www.aoa.gov).
Other helpful sources of information for locating lost or hidden 
pension funds include the following;
• Former coworkers of your client
• Any unions that represented workers at your client’s for­
m er em ployer (even if  the ind iv idual was not part of 
that union)
• The pension plan administrator named on any old docu­
ments
• State agencies (Secretary of State, Division for Corpora­
tions, and so on)
• Municipal records 
Locating the Holder of Plan Assets
A client’s former employer or the successor to that employer, or 
some of the previous information sources, should be able to pro­
vide information about the holder of the pension plan assets. The 
likely holders of plan assets are the following:
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• A plan administrator
• An insurance company
• The Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
Send a written request to the holder of the plan assets for a deter­
mination of eligibility and benefits and a copy of the summary 
plan description. If benefits are denied or less than expected, a re­
view of the summary plan description will help you to determine 
the reasonableness of the determination.
The appeals process varies depending on the type of organization 
that is holding the assets. Private insurers make it very difficult to 
appeal determinations. Plan administrators have differing appeal 
standards and the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation has a 
clearly established appeals process.
Other Sources o f Assistance for Obtaining Pension Funds
Other sources of information or assistance with pensions include 
the following;
• The National Pension Lawyers Network, at (617) 287-7332
• The American Academy of Actuaries, at (202) 223-8196
• The Pension Rights Center, at (202) 296-3776
Portfolio Strategies for Retirees
The economic downturn of the past year has hit investors hard; 
retirees have been especially vulnerable since they live off their 
investments. W ithdraw al o f funds for expenditures, coupled 
with declining investments and increased inflation can have a 
significant aggregate effect on retirement portfolios. Below are 
some strategies for optimizing elder customers’ assets.
• If there are available resources, try to keep enough funds in 
money-market type investments to cover expense w ith­
drawals for a future five-year period. Whatever is left: over 
should be split between stocks and bonds.
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Retirees can safely w ithdraw  5 percent of the portfolio 
in the first year of retirement; thereafter one should in ­
crease the annual amount w ith inflation. (Note that any 
dividends and interest earned count toward the 5-per­
cent target.)
Reduce spending until the market recovers. This can be 
very effective for extending the life of a portfolio. Every 
dollar spent on clothes, recreation, or travel is posttax. 
Portfolios grow pretax.
If feasible, postpone selling stocks so that the portfolio can 
ride the next market upturn. Shareholders may not fully 
recover their losses until 2002 or later.
However, one may need to sell stocks for cash-flow needs. 
In that case, keep more than just the standard big blue- 
chip stocks popular with seniors. In the thirteen months 
up to April 30, 2001, the best-performing stock funds 
were real estate and small company value funds, not the 
Standard &  Poor’s Index.
Despite the soft economy, retirees should not fall into the 
trap of eliminating stocks from their portfolios out of fear, 
because stocks are still the best longitudinal defense against 
inflation. Historically, the only financial instruments that 
produce profits subsequent to tax and inflation effects are 
stocks. Due to the increased life expectancy of elders in re­
cent years, retirees need to assume longevity.
Diversify stocks and use separate funds to obtain exposure 
to different markets. Seniors may want to consider invest­
ing in specialized index or actively managed funds, rather 
than in a total-market index fund because they can then 
sell individual high performers while letting other funds 
rebound. (Note that with a total-market index fund, one 
cannot judiciously sell winning market sectors.) The afore­
mentioned specialized or managed funds w ill tend to be 
less tax-efficient than a total-market index fund. But tax ef­
ficiency is less material to retirees. Large capital-gain distri­
butions offer the crucial liquidity needed by seniors.
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Eld e rC a re  In -D e p th
Where There’s a W ill, There’s a Relative—Optimizing Inheritances
A m ain concern for m any elders is the d istribution o f their 
assets after they die. O btain ing the assistance and guidance 
o f an attorney is essential in developing w ills and p lann ing 
inheritances. CPAs can be excellent guides in choosing legal 
counsel. A dd itiona lly , you can w ork in  con junction  w ith  
counsel on the personal and financial issues of your client. 
Presented below are common questions that m ay arise dur­
ing estate p lann ing. Th is inform ation w ill provide you w ith 
a better understanding of how to help your clients optim ize 
the d eve lo p m en t o f  th e ir  w ills  and  the  d is tr ib u t io n  o f 
the ir estates.
W hat Are the Implications o f Property Co-ownership?
Anyone may be a co-owner of certain possessions. Depending on 
designation, co-ownership can restrict the right to bequest assets. 
It is important for the client to have all deeds and titles reviewed 
so that there is no confusion as to the right of transfer. The forms 
of co-ownership are as follows:
• Jo in t  tenancy. This form of ownership carries the right of 
survivorship: Assets pass directly to the surviving owner or 
owners on death, even if  the deceased tries to give his or her 
interest to someone else. However, joint tenancy has been 
abolished or restricted in Alaska, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, 
and Texas, and anyone thinking of using a joint tenancy in 
one of these states needs to consult legal counsel.
• Tenancy by the entirety. This form of ownership exists be­
tween a husband and wife, and as with joint tenancy, carries 
the right of survivorship upon the death of either party.
• Tenancy in  com m on . This form of ownership carries no 
right of survivorship. One can sell a property share or leave 
it in a will without the consent of the other owners. If one
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dies without a will, the share goes to the benefactor's heirs, 
not to the other owners.
Note that community property laws and other forms of spousal 
rights may override forms of ownership.
W hat Is the Best Way to Leave Property to a Minor?
In the rapidly changing familial environment of recent years, an 
increasing number of elders have been acting as guardians to their 
grandchildren. There are three ways to leave property to a minor.
1. D irectly by a bequest in a will.
• Advantages are that external, independent parties mon­
itor the expenditure and release of funds. This is advan­
tageous if  there is no trusted person to supervise payout.
• Disadvantages are that if  your client dies before the ben­
eficiary child is grown, the child will not be able to take 
the money directly. The law requires the creation of a 
court-supervised guardianship. Although the appoint­
ment of an adult family member as guardian would be 
likely, the judge may also have the discretion to appoint 
an outside administrator. Even a fam ily member w ill 
have to file frequent accountings with the court and will 
be subject to strict supervised spending. (If your client 
ends up naming a property guardian, that person is still 
subject to the same supervision.) That could cost the 
beneficiary a lot of money, because a court-supervised 
guardian is entitled to fees from the m inor's estate.
2. Via the Uniform Transfers to M inors Act.
• Advantages of the Uniform Transfers to Minors Act 
(UTMA), which has been adopted in most, although 
not all, states, include letting your client appoint a cus­
todian who has broad authority to manage and dispense 
funds without court supervision. A child receives the 
balance of the funds from ages eighteen to twenty-five, 
depending on the version of the UTMA adopted by the 
individual state. Another advantage is that UTMA per­
mits the transfer of limited partnership interests to mi-
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nors. This is particularly useful for families setting up a 
family limited partnership.
• Disadvantages are that a child could receive a large 
chunk of money at a relatively young age. This may not 
be advisable if  your client wants to assure supervision of 
finances during college, or if  the child needs special 
care. Therefore, UTM A custodianship works best for 
relatively small amounts of money (less than $50,000). 
Another disadvantage is that there is no independent 
party involved in the proceedings.
3. Via a Childrens Trust.
• Advantages are that, unlike a UTMA, the benefactor 
specifies the age when the child obtains control of the 
trust property. Unlike a w ill bequest, the trustee has 
broad authority to use income and/or principal to pro­
vide for the child without court interference. The trust 
can be set up as part of the will or outside it.
• Disadvantages are that trust income may be taxed at a 
significantly higher rate than UTMAs. Additionally, no 
independent party is involved.
W hat Are the Essentials That Make a W ill Valid?
• The w ill must be written. A videotape recording is not 
good enough.
• The person making the will (the testator) must sign it.
• The will must be signed by two (or, in a few states, three) 
competent witnesses.
• The testator must be of sound mind and body; not insane, 
senile, mentally disabled, and not acting under duress or 
under the control of another. For eldercare practice, senil­
ity and duress are areas that may often come into question. 
The ethical, independent eldercare practitioner is in an ex­
cellent position to research any needed psychological eval­
uation if  the family and not the elderly client is making 
decisions.
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W hat Are Other Non-essentials That Are Wise to Have in 
Almost any Will?
• A clause that revokes all previous wills
• Names of all beneficiaries and their inheritances
• For minor children, the name of a guardian and a person 
to manage the child’s assets (It is advantageous for this per­
son to be one and the same.)
• The name of an executor, and, if  needed, any trustees for 
trusts created by the will
• A statement naming a residuary legatee for the estate 
residue, which is the portion left after bequests of specific 
items (The residuary estate is often the largest portion, and 
the person or persons who get it are those the deceased in­
tended to get the most. The executor may also need to use 
the residuary estate to pay fees or taxes.)
• A statement eliminating bonds (Many states require execu­
tors and trustees to post a bond, usually paid out of estate 
funds, to ensure that they complete the job properly. The 
testator can save them this expense by stating that no bond 
is needed.)
W hy Might People Want to Change Their Wills?
There are many reasons for changing a w ill. They include the 
birth or death of beneficiaries, the death of a designated executor 
or guardian, or changes in the property owned. You should annu­
ally inquire of your client whether or not these variables have 
changed throughout the past year.
W hat Are Strategies a Parent Can Use to Best Divide Assets 
Among Children?
Contested wills, sibling rivalry, and crime— screenwriters thrive 
on choice plot material. Do not let your clients become the basis 
for the next Hollywood movie! Provide and recommend these 
best practices.
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• Itemize specifically who gets each item.
• Divide possessions equally among children.
• File a memorandum w ith the w ill w ith instructions on 
how assets should be distributed.
• If there is potential for strife, have the executor determine 
the distribution—just do not name a child as the executor.
• Another method is to specify that the children are to 
choose items in sequence. If they might argue over first 
choice, direct them to draw lots to decide who chooses 
first, second, and so on.
• Leave extra cash to the person getting the items of lesser 
value. (You probably only need to think about this if  there 
is a significant difference.)
Case Study
Mrs. Q  is a widow. Her daughter M  is the child who assists her 
with financial transactions. They are joint owners of Mrs. Q’s ac­
counts, which consist of stocks and cash. Mrs. Q’s estate is faced 
with potential problems. First, at Mrs. Q’s death, a stepped-up 
basis only applies to her portion of stock; capital gains would be 
owed on M ’s portion at the time of sale. Additionally, if  it is M ’s 
responsibility to distribute an equal portion of remaining funds 
to other siblings, a gift tax will be owed on portions given over 
$10,000. At the same time, hard feelings could result if  M does 
not distribute funds in a manner deemed fair by other siblings. 
These problems can be avoided by placing assets in a trust with 
children as equal beneficiaries producing a 100 percent stepped- 
up basis (no capital gains), thus avoiding the gift tax and achiev­
ing an objective distribution of funds.
W hat Happens If One Forgets to Designate an Asset?
A will usually contains a clause such as, “the balance of my tangible 
personal property to Sue.” In that case. Sue gets any items that have not 
been specifically designated to others. If the will does not have such a 
general clause, the items go to the person named as residuary legatee.
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W hat Is the Best Way to Modify a Will?
The best way to modify a w ill is to make a new w ill, even if  
changes are only slight. Also, make sure that the new will clearly 
states that all previous wills are invalid. Although you can change 
just one part of a will with a codicil (an amendment that must be 
signed and witnessed just like a will), a person who has had a be­
quest reduced is sent a court notice, which can cause hurt feelings 
and will contests.
Where Should Original W ills Be Kept?
The original will can be kept on file in the lawyer's office, with 
the clear understanding that it can be removed at any time. Law 
offices often have vaults for safe document storage. Some lawyers 
may urge this in order to enhance their selection as probate coun­
sel. However, after the testator's death, it is the executor, and not 
the attorney who drafted the will, who is in control, and can pick 
whomever he or she wishes to act as counsel for the estate. If you 
have a number of clients who want to leave wills with you, your 
CPA practice can look into expanding storage facilities for wills.
Recommend that wills not be stored in safe deposit boxes, be­
cause these are sometimes sealed when a person dies.
W hat Are the Steps of the Probate Process?
Probate is the legal process by which a court oversees the distribu­
tion of property left in a will or intestate (without a will). The usual 
sequence of probate events (with an existing will) is as follows.
Mr. W ills dies. Then, Ms. Executor, the person Mr. W. desig­
nated as executor of his estate, files the w ill w ith the probate 
court. The next step is for Ms. E. to inventory all assets and lia­
bilities of the estate. (A CPA can work in conjunction with the 
executor to help value the estate’s assets.) Next, Ms. E. signs the 
petition for probate, a document summarizing the w ill’s provi­
sions and naming of the heirs. Ms. E. then may have to locate the 
witnesses and file sworn statements from them. (This step can be 
avoided in some states if  the witnesses sign a notarized affidavit at 
the time the will is signed.) Ms. E. then sends out a legal notice to 
each heir of Mr. W. that the will has been offered for probate. At
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this point, anyone wishing to challenge the w ill may do so. If 
there are no objections, the judge formally appoints Ms. E. as ex­
ecutor. (Once this happens, it is difficult to challenge a will.) Fi­
nally, Ms. E. settles all accounts by paying debts and taxes. (The 
executor must provide details to certain beneficiaries about what 
property the executor received, what was paid in expenses, and 
what was given to each beneficiary.) The last responsibility of Ms. 
E. is to pay the remaining assets to beneficiaries and report the 
final estate to the court. Finally, the probate judge rules the estate 
formally closed, or, to save legal fees, the beneficiaries agree to re­
lease the executor (Ms. E.) by written agreement.
W hat Are the Ways to Bypass the Probate Process?
Probate can be time-consuming and costly. Nevertheless, setting 
up a will is still advisable. A few strategies can be implemented to 
reduce assets in probate or bypass the probate process altogether.
First, clients can give all property away before death. They may pay 
a large gift tax and may not get the assets back if  they change their 
minds. Second, assets held jointly with another person (tenancy in 
common) are inherited by that person and the property bypasses 
probate. (Note that state laws governing spousal rights may over­
ride the inheritance and avoidance of probate for non-spouses.) 
Third, clients can set up trusts to be paid upon death to any person 
named. A trust is defined as property given to another person 
(trustee) to manage for the benefit of a third person (beneficiary). A 
popular form of trust is the revocable living trust, described below. 
Finally, for moderate sums of money, a totten trust (a special bank 
account that requires no trustees) can be set up and amounts trans­
ferred to a designated person upon death. This is a simple and in­
expensive way for those with smaller estates to bypass probate.
W hat Are the Advantages and Disadvantages o f a Revocable 
Living Trust?
Like a will, a revocable living trust distributes property subsequent 
to death, and can be altered during life if  circumstances change. 
The main advantage of the trust format is that property passes to 
beneficiaries quickly and privately without probate. The probate
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process takes, on average, a year for asset distribution. The disad­
vantages of a revocable living trust include the following.
First, it has the disadvantage of leaving your beneficiaries open to cred­
itors. Second, depending on the size of the estate, federal and state 
taxes are still levied on most assets. Third, a trust may significantly af­
fect eligibility for the receipt of nursing home Medicaid benefits if it is 
created for a client or spouse within five years of a Medicaid applica­
tion. (Assets in trust are considered available for nursing home costs 
even if no trust payments are received.) Consult counsel familiar with 
Medicaid rules prior to the creation of a trust or making any gift of 
property, because the laws are complicated and change frequently.
How Can a Couple Use a Trust to Save on Estate Taxes?
Couples with combined estates of more than $675,000 may want 
to consider creating a bypass trust, also known as a marital life es­
tate or an A-B trust. As a matter of course, a spouse can leave any 
amount of property to a surviving spouse totally free of estate tax. 
But when the surviving spouse dies, if  the estate is worth more 
than $675,000, significant estate taxes will be due. A bypass trust 
structures the transactions so that each spouse uses a $675,000 
exemption. Administering these trusts can be difficult, and there­
fore one should consult legal counsel. This technique is appropri­
ate under current tax law. It does not take into account the 
gradual phaseout of the estate tax that was incorporated into the 
Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001 
signed into law on June 7, 2001. This act is discussed within the 
“From the Newsroom” section of this Alert under political news.
W hat Are the Other Advantages o f a Trust?
As discussed above, one can bypass probate and substantially reduce 
estate taxes. In addition, irrevocable and spendthrift trusts can shield 
assets from creditors. Trusts can also manage assets for a child or an 
incapable adult. A trust can manage assets for a surviving spouse 
while at the same time hold property for the children of a prior mar­
riage. Trusts ensure privacy, for unlike public probate, the terms of a 
trust are not open to the public. Finally, since trusts are more diffi­
cult to challenge than wills, trusts provide protection from unhappy 
heirs who have been disinherited.
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Note that trusts are not just for rich people anymore. Anyone 
with assets greater than $ 100,000 should consult legal counsel to 
obtain the best estate structure.
W hat Are Some Additional Strategies for Increasing 
Inheritances?
Suggest to clients these options.
• If a spouse dies, ensure that the surviving spouse changes 
the retirement plan beneficiary to children, or else the re­
tirement is payable directly to the estate when the surviv­
ing spouse dies. The children then must w ithdraw the 
funds w ithin five years of death instead of over their re­
maining life expectancies. This increases the required min­
imum distribution. Note that if  the owner died subsequent 
to the required beginning date, survivors have more op­
tions under newly passed IRS distribution rules. For more 
information, see the discussion in “New IRS Regulations 
for M inim um  Required Retirement D istributions” in 
“The Financial Beat” section of this Alert.
• Reduce the overall size of the estate. One can make charity 
gifts (during life or posthumously), or make gifts to chil­
dren (during life). Gifts of $10,000 or less per year per re­
cipient do not need to be reported to the IRS. For example, 
if  one plans properly, gifting children $10,000 per year for 
five to ten years can significantly reduce estate tax. If one is 
uncomfortable about giving children money outright, the 
money can be put in trust for their benefit. An added ben­
efit of a trust is that life insurance can be purchased; if  that 
parent dies before the reduction of the estate, the life insur­
ance proceeds in a properly drafted trust will not be subject 
to estate tax and will help offset the estate tax due.
• Convert some or all retirement plans to Roth IRAs, This 
option may be limited for high-income earners. The owner 
pays taxes at the time of conversion; reducing the amount 
subject to estate taxes, eliminating taxes for beneficiaries, 
and allowing the money to grow tax-free indefinitely.
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Estate and Gift Tax Study
W ith the future of the federal transfer tax system a hot topic for 
2001, the AICPA Tax Division has completed a report entitled 
“Study on Reform of the Estate and Gift Tax System .” The 
study, whose purpose is to educate, confirms that significant re­
form is appropriate.
Included in the study is an overview of the arguments others have 
made both for and against the current transfer tax, a summary of 
the current system, and a description of possible modifications 
and alternatives, including outright repeal. For each modification 
or alternative, there is both an analysis of its impact on taxpayer 
behavior; complexity and compliance, liquidity, redistribution of 
wealth, tax and succession planning, revenue and transition issues, 
as well as a discussion of advantages, concerns, suggestions, and 
conclusions. The AICPA identifies a number of significant issues 
and makes substantive suggestions for lawmakers. The study re­
cently was sent to members of Congress and officials at the U.S. 
Treasury and the IRS. To obtain a copy of the study, including an 
executive summary and the results of a survey of AICPA practi­
tioners, visit www.aicpa.org/members/div/tax/index.htm.
Other Sources
In addition to the AICPA’s annual ElderCare conference that will be 
held in November 2001, specific courses that include such topics as 
the legal issues of aging and tax and asset protection are listed in the 
training section of this Alert. By becoming more familiar with 
strategies, CPAs can help clients leave hefty nest eggs for loved ones.
Th e  R e so u rce  Zo n e
Practice Aid, courses, expert advice, and other resources available to 
ElderCare CPAs.
Help Desk Contacts
The ElderCare Service Development Task Force welcomes your 
comments and questions about the emerging practice area of CPA 
ElderCare services. The following table provides contact information.
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Name Address Phone/Fax/E-mail
George A. Lewis Broussard Poche Lewis Phone: (337) 988-4930
Chair & Breaux
4112 West Congress Street 
Lafayette, LA 70506
Fax: (337) 984-4574 
E-mail: galbplb@aol.com
Louise Anderson Davis Monk & Company 
4010 NW 25 Place 
Gainesville, FL 32606
Phone: (352) 372-6300 
Fax: (352) 375-1583 
E-mail: landerson@ 
davismonk.com
Karen Stevenson Brown ElderWeb
1305 Chadwick Drive 
Normal, IL 61761
Phone: (309) 451-3319 
Fax: (800) 908-8234 
E-mail: ksb@elderweb.com
Robert L. Burton LeMaster & Daniels PLLC 
8817 E. Mission 
Spokane, WA 99212
Phone: (509) 928-1714 
Fax: (509) 928-1909 
E-mail: burtob@ 
lemaster-daniels.com






Phone: (780) 489-9606 
Fax: (780) 484-9689 
E-mail:
mepp@hed-edm.com
Mitchell Freedman Mitchell Freedman Phone: (818) 905-0321
(PEP Liaison) Accountancy Corporation 
15260 Ventura Boulevard, 
#940
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
Fax: (818) 789-0484 
E-mail: mitchpfs@ 
mfac-bizmgt.com
W.(Bill) A.M. Hyde Millard Rouse and 
Roseburgh 
P.O. Box 367 
96 Nelson Street 
Brantford, ON 
Canada N3T 5N3
Phone: (519) 759-3511 
ext 224
Fax: (519) 759-7961 
E-mail: bhyde@millards.com
Kelly G. Lohn Lohn Caulder 
200-837 Homer Street 
Vancouver, BC 
Canada V6B 2W2
Phone: (604) 687-5444 
Fax: (604) 688-7228 
E-mail: klohn@ 
lohncaulder.com
Jay H. Kaplan Jay H. Kaplan, CPA 
145 North Church Street 
Spartanburg, SC 29306
Phone: (864) 489-4343 
Fax: (864) 489-1164 
E-mail: PWKaplan@aol.com
Armand Ostroff Deming, Malone, Livesay 
& Ostroff








Paul Pethick Soberman, Isenbaum 
& Colomby 




Phone: (416) 964-7633 
Fax: (416) 964-6454 
E-mail: ppethick@ 
soberman.com
JoAnne Rowning Moss Adams LLP 
8705 S.W. Nimbus 
Suite 115
Beaverton, OR 97008
Phone: (503) 646-4476 






American Institute of CPAs 
Harborside Financial 
Center
201 Plaza Three 
Jersey City, NJ 
07311-3881
Phone: (201) 938-3555 
Fax: (201) 521-5430 
E-mail: akendal@aicpa.org
Ann Elizabeth Sammon 
ElderCare Team Leader 
Member Innovation
American Institute of CPAs
1211 Avenue of
the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Phone: (212) 596-6142 
Fax: (212) 596-6233 
E-mail: asammon@aicpa.org
International ElderCare Contacts
Karen Duggan The Canadian Institute of 
Chartered Accountants 
277 Wellington St. West 
Toronto, ON 
Canada M5V3H2
Phone: (416) 204-3238 




The AICPA Practice A id entitled CPA E lderC are: A P ra cti­
t io n e r s  R esource G uide is your best guide to help you success- 
fully  deliver assurance services to the elderly and their families. 
The guidebook is presented in a looseleaf format to accommo­
date future updates and resource materials. The guidebook an­
swers your questions about m any issues in CPA eldercare 
services and presents the nuts and bolts o f practicing in this 
area. This user-friendly resource is packed with unique features 
such as the following:
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• Two free PowerPoint presentations that can be customized 
to fit your needs, including speaker notes to help your dis­
cussions with potential clients and your staff
• Sample documents, including a marketing brochure, press 
release, engagement letters, nursing home checklist, re­
ports, and assessment forms
• State-specific information, including phone numbers of 
state M edicare, M edicaid, Social Security offices, and 
client referral sources
• Chapters on applicable professional standards, reporting, 
quality control, and best practices
• Broad coverage of vital areas, with such topics as choosing 
a nursing home, long-term care insurance, and federal and 
state programs for the elderly
Equip yourself with the knowledge of key concepts, specialized 
techniques, and extensive lists of resources— and get yourself on 
AICPA’s list for supplements and update services. Call the AICPA 
at (888) 777-7077 and ask for Product No. 022504kk.
Training Courses
The AICPA ElderCare Service Development Task Force has 
worked w ith the AICPA’s Professional Development Team to 
develop a series o f tra in in g  courses designed to fu lf ill the 
m ultid iscip linary needs of the CPA eldercare services practi­
tioner. The following five seminar courses (also available in 
self-study text and video formats) are currently available to 
meet your train ing needs.
• D eveloping an ElderCare Practice (Product No. 730072kk, 
text; 1 8 l6 4 1kk, video). This course provides an overview 
of the service and outlines the steps the CPA will need to 
take to get started in the eldercare practice. The course also 
introduces practitioners to the various disciplines with 
which they need to be fam iliar in order to competently 
provide CPA eldercare services.
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• ElderCare: The M ed ica l a n d  P sychosocia l Issues o f  A ging 
(Product No. 7 3 l4 0 4 k k , text; 181751kk, video). This 
course gives the eldercare p ractitioner a w orking 
knowledge o f the most common physical and psy­
chosocial effects of aging. Emphasis is placed on under­
standing how aging affects the need for financial and 
social services. It provides a structured approach to co­
ordinating care from government, private, or managed 
care programs.
• ElderCare P ractice M anagem en t an d  P ractice D evelopm ent 
(Product No. 7 3 14 14kk, text; 181741kk, video). This 
course addresses practice issues and m arketing needs 
unique to CPA eldercare services. Everything from engage­
ment letters, checklists, and quality control for the elder­
care practitioner can be found here.
• E lderC are: The F in an c ia l Issues o f  A ging  (Product No. 
7 3 1 4 11kk, text; 181771kk, video). This course helps 
practitioners serve the p lann ing needs of their e lderly 
clien ts and addresses the most pressing issue for all 
e ld erly  A m ericans today, se lecting  the k ind  o f care 
that is best for them and being able to afford it. Em­
phasis is p laced on the fin an c ia l aspects; in c lud in g  
the role o f long-term  care insurance and vehicles for 
asset protection.
• ElderCare: The L egal Issues o f  A ging (Product No. 
7 3 l4 0 8 k k , text; 181761kk, video). This course covers 
powers of attorney, living wills, and other legal issues re­
lated to the elderly. It also discusses how a number of these 
legal issues affect the CPA ElderCare practitioner.
In addition, you can gain valuable training from the following 
h igh ly  recom m ended continu ing professional education 
(CPE) courses:
• Professional Ethics f o r  CPAs (Product No. 731596kk). This 
CPE course reviews the AICPA's Code of Professional 
Conduct and its application in practice. It explains the rea­
soning and application of the Code and explains the fun­
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damentals, definitions, implementation, and authoritative 
bases of the Code.
• ElderCare: Tax, H ealth Care, a n d  Asset P rotection  (Prod­
uct No. 732074kk). This practical course shows you 
how to leverage basic tax and financial information into 
a w ide range of custom value-added services, provides 
you with ready-to-use analytical tools, and prepares you 
to meet your client’s unique needs. Topics include re­
solving the conflict between “trad itional” and medical 
estate planning, capitalizing on entitlem ent and other 
financial resources, ensuring adequate medical coverage, 
nursing home considerations, disability legal documen­
tation, and more.
• Todays Hottest D evice in Estate P lanning: The Family Lim­
i t e d  Partnership  (Product No. 735263kk). This course 
shows when and how to make the best use of a family lim­
ited partnership to protect client assets and reduce the es­
tate tax burden by 35 percent or more.
Call the AICPA at (888) 777-7077 to order these valuable train­
ing courses.
Information and Referral Research Tool
LifeCare.com , a leader in the w ork-life benefits fie ld , pro­
vides their online services to CPA eldercare practitioners on a 
subscription basis, called  the AICPA L ifeC are P ro fe s s io n a l 
Subscrip tion .
LifeCare.com  offers w ork-life in form ation and related re­
sources tw enty-four hours a day, seven days a week through 
its Web site. Subscribers can customize the site inform ation 
to receive a constant news feed that fits their professional 
interests. This site contains a lib rary  of more than 40 ,000  
pages o f inform ation on issues related to adu lt care, senior 
health , special needs, financing life events, and more. You 
can locate nursing homes, home health  care agencies, and 
other service providers either in your local m arket or across 
the country . An “Ask the E xperts” featu re  allow s you to
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subm it general questions re lated  to care fac ilit ie s , senior 
health , and more.
In addition to the use of the LifeCare.com's online service, sub­
scribers are eligible to utilize LifeCare.com's assessment and com­
prehensive referral service at a special rate available only to 
AICPA subscribers.
To order this subscription, call the AICPA at (888) 777-7077.
Marketing ToolKit
M arket your eldercare services w ith customizable, profession­
ally prepared client brochures, advertisements, and introduc­
tory letters. The ToolKit contains materials targeted to both 
your older adult clients and the families or caregivers of older 
adult clients. Each set of materials explains to your current or 
potential clients what eldercare services are and how they can 
benefit from them.
All you have to do is take the CD to your local printer and 
customize the brochures, ads, or letters w ith your firm name 
and address. The client brochure even lets you create a cus­
tom list o f services by adding or deleting specific inform a­
tion . If you choose, you m ay custom ize the m aterials 
yourself u tiliz in g  QuarkXPress and Adobe Photoshop. The 
CD is designed to be both PC and M acintosh compatible for 
your convenience.
To order the ToolKit, call the Order Department at (888) 777- 
7077 and ask for Product No. 022508kk.
Web Sites
T he fo llow ing  W eb sites are useful p laces for the Elder- 
C are p rac tit io n e r  to conduct research  ab ou t E lderC are 
topics. These sites provide numerous links to other sites re­
lated to aging and the aged. For a more comprehensive list of 
organizations related to aging and the elderly, see chapter 10 
of the AICPA Practice A id CPA E lderC are: A P ra ctition er 's  
R esou rce G uide.
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Name of Site Content Internet Address
American Association of 
Retired Persons
Advice and news site for 
seniors.
www.aarp.com
Access America for Seniors This site allows seniors to 
request government 
documents online, provides 
resource information about 
programs for seniors, and 
provides links to other 
senior sites.
www.seniors.gov
Administration on Aging This site contains 
information on many issues 
affecting the elderly and 
their families. It is a good 
starting point for research 
and includes numerous 
Internet links, as well as a 
comprehensive resource 








American Institute Extensive discussion can www.cpa2biz.com
of CPAs be found here of assurance 
services and the recent 
activity of related 
committees and task forces.
www.aicpa.org
American Society on 
Aging
Organization of professionals 
serving older adults. Includes 
archived copies of its 
publication Aging Today.
www.asaging.org
Care There Site for caregivers that 
provides medical, legal, and 
financial advice, including 
resources for caregivers.
www.carethere.com
Elderweb Online Site has numerous links to 
Web resources for ElderCare 
professionals and consumers.
www.elderweb.com
Health Care Financing Information is provided here www.hcfa.gov or
Administration on the Medicare and 





This site gives information 




Name o f  Site Content Internet Address
Insure.com Annuity and insurance 
advice, including portfolio 
performance.
www.insure.com
Medicare Rights Center Hotline run for assistance 
with HMO conflicts.
WWW.medicarerights.org
National Association of 
Area Agencies on Aging
This is a source of 
information about local area 
agencies on aging, including 
numerous links to local 
agencies and national 
associations.
www.n4a.org
Law For All Advice on wills, estates and 
other elder legal issues.
www.nolo.com
National Association of 
Social Workers
This site gives information 
about social workers and 
links to other organizations.
www.socialworkers.org
National Council on 
Aging
This site provides assistance 
and services to older adults 
and researches issues pertaining 
to the elder population.
www.ncoa.org
National Council on 
Aging
A new national council on 
aging site that connects 
people with billions of 
dollars in unused public 
assistance, including 
Medicaid, state benefits, 
Meals on Wheels, and SSL
www.benefitscheckup.org
National Resource and 
Policy Center on Housing 
and Long-Term Care
This is the site for the Home 
Modification Assistance 
Program, which provides 
support for builders and 
others to make alterations 
to homes to allow for 
independent living.
www.usc.edu/go/hmap
New LifeStyles Online A guide to senior 
residences and care options.
www.newlifestyles.com
Assisted Living Store Sells canes, kitchen easy 
grip tools, and other 
innovative helpers.
www.assistedliving.com
SeniorCom SeniorCom’s Online 
Community provides 
products, services, information 





Name o f  Site Content Internet Address
SeniorLaw Information about Medicare, 
Medicaid, estate planning, 
trusts, and the rights of 
the elderly.
www.seniorlaw.com
Social Security Social security information www.ssa.gov
Administration is provided on this site.
Visiting Nurse Links to local visiting nurse www.vnaa.org
Associations associations are available on
of America this site.
Information on Illness, 
Medication, Medical 
Advice, and So On Content Internet Address
IntelliHealth Advice about numerous 
medical conditions can be 
found on this site.
www.intellihealth.com
CancerGuide Question and answer help 
for cancer patients is 
available on this site.
www.cancerguide.org
HealthAtoZ This site is a good search 
engine for medical sites.
www.healthatoz.com
Families USA Offers State Drug 
Assistance Programs as well 
as other health information
www.familiesusa.org
Florida Health Stat Official source of consumer 
health and human service 
agencies.
www.floridahealthstat.com




RxList Information on many 
medicines, including side 
effects, is available here.
www.rxlist.com
Information on Senior 
Lifestyles and Activities 
And So On Content Internet Address
Elderhostel Information on short trips 
of five or six days.
www.elderhostel.org




Information on Senior 
Lifestyles and Activities
And So On Content Internet Address
Score Opportunities for retired 
executives to counsel small 
businesses.
www.score.org
Geezer.com Online market for elders 
to sell handcrafted goods.
www.geezer.com
Art Age Publications Lists senior theatre groups, 
plays for elder thespians, 
and other info.
www.seniortheatre.com
Senior Net Computer classes and info 
for those over 50
www.seniornet.org 
(800) 747-6848
The Assurance Services Alert CPA ElderCare Services is published 
annually. As you encounter practice issues that you believe war­
rant discussion in next year's Alert, please feel free to share them 
w ith us. Any other comments that you have about the Alert 
would also be greatly appreciated. You may e-mail those com­
ments to jgould@aicpa.org or write to:




Jersey City, NJ 07311-3881
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